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The paper presents the results of investigations into clus
ter fsraation in free jet expansion of pure nitrogen and of aix-
ture with COa, and also into electron-induced processes in nitro
gen clusters. Experimental scheaes included: 1) nozzle beaa -
electron iapact ion source - quadrupole aass filter HS-7303; 
2) nozzle beaa - electron gun - optical filter - photoaultiplier; 
3) nozzle beaa - intensity gauge ( ionization gauge of pressure). 
All quantities were aeasured using lock-in detection with a beaa 
aechanicaily aodula^ed by a chopper. The sonic nozzle diaaeter 
uas d» - 0.33 aa; conical skiaaer entrance diaaeter Mas 1 aa, 
nozzle - skiaaer distance - 80 aa , skiaaer - detectors distances 
were over 500 aa. 

These studies extend our previous works concerning the con
densation of pure Hz and of Hz/COa , N2/H20 aixtures observed by 
the Rayleigh light scattering in a jet (11, and also the elect
ron attacaent to nitrogen cluster, where we have aeasured the at-
tachaent cross-section depending on electron energy and average 
cluster size x in intersecting cluster and electron beaas 121. 

1. Kass-ftpectroaetric observation of saall nitrogen clusters. 
Without considering cluster fragaentation the intensity of 

individual line« in beaa aass-spectrua ft «<* nt- di-c£i, here m 
is the concentration of clusters of size i in a beaa. cCt is the 
sensitivity factor of aaps spectrcseter NS-7303 £31. and 6*1 is 
the cluster ionization cross section. For saall clusters 6"i = 
- i Si 141. where fft is the cross-section of aolecule ioniza
tion. Ve designate 0* - I»/(i- °\- 0Ci)._ -

Figure 1 shows the dependences 61 and Os/2 = I*(NS )/ 
/(2-6i «(j) on nozzle source pressure po , obtained for pure Hz 
expansion and for ionizing electron energies E« - 35 eV (solid 
lines) and 80 eV (dashed lines). The ion currents for Rs (pa) 
have been corrected for the saae values 2-Stmnd aC% BB tor M« cur
rents, since the cluster of size i-2 is the saallest precursor of 
Ha . The nozzle source teaperature. To, was 159 ± 0.6 K. 

The Figure 2 presents the beaa aass-spectrua, aeabured at 
p0 - 1.03-10s Pa, i.e. iaaediately after cluster appearance, for 
B* - 35 eV and 80 eV (dashed lines). The ion currents in figure 
are corrected for the dependences &(£•). The asterisks a*rk the 
values of cluster nuaber density 111 * 11/( ß \ • fX» ). It is assuaed 
here, that at this presiure pa the cluster spectrua for i > 3 is 
nol significantly distorted by larger cluster contribution- The 
curve 1, drawn across the asterisks and extrapolated up to i-2, 
shows the distribution function f(i) for saall clusters. The dis
sociation energy of N« essentially exceeds the evaporation ener
gies of soleculea froa larger cluster ions, hence a part of ioni 
zed clusters has to trr.nsfora into N4 . The Hi ion current rela 
ted to neutral diaer nuaber in a beaa is equal to nz 2 and is 
aarked off in Fig.2 by triangle. The currents of other cluster 
ions have oeen reconstructed in a siailsr way. The dependence of 
11 on i it) »howti by curve 2. 

Fiflure 3 shows the beaa intensities J and aass-separaled ion 
currents I* depend i fig on \u, under expansion of N2/CO2 aixtures 
with Tr. 292 * 0.2 X and COz aotccule fradio»» C - 0.9 X (solid 
linen, Ji) and 3.8 X (dashed linos, Jz). The intensity Jo in ex 
(»ans ion of pure nitrogen in ntiown by dash-dotted linn. The fall 



« • • t>t Jo(po) at \>a > 2.4 10 s Pa is associated with disturbance of 
jet by skianer. However, the saaller thcraal divergence of clus
ters in a beaa results in sharp rise of J at soae value of po 
- Po , that corresponds to the fully developed condensation onset 
151. The dependences of Ha and CO2 ion currents in Fig.3 re 
fleet the aonomolenular component behaviour. 

The developed condensation in Nz jet begins at p*. -
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- 8.8 10° Pa ( indicated in Fig.3 by arrows A) . and in pure CO» 
jet at 9.4 10« Pa (indicated by arrows B). The dependence of p» 
on C correlates with the one of COa diaer emergence pressure on 
C , hence nitrogen solecule is less efficient, than CO» Molecule, 
in reaoving condensation heat via the process: (CDa)t-i • COa --> 
- > (COaftta . (COafi * kMa --> (COa)i • kNa, here k is the col
lision nuaber. which is needed for going fro* "activated" coaplex 
to bound state. The larger the life tiae * of the transient coa-
plexes (C0a)*a , (COaNa)*. (Na)1r , the aore likely they would be 
stabilized. The dissociation energies E<*(COa-C0a) > Brf(COa-Ba) > 
> Ed(Na-Na) . hence T(COa) >?(C0a.Na> >X(Ha>. Thus . with the 
increase of Na/COa aixture pressure first the (COa)i clusters, 
then (C0a)»-(Ma)j>i, and finally (Ra)t clusters should fora. The 
figures 3 and 4 ( the latter one shows aass-spectrua of a beaa, 
aeasured at p 0 = 2.8-10» Pa, the pressure is indicated in Fig.3 
by arrows C, and C - 0.9%)deaonstrate the fact, that at the 
early stage of condensation the (COa)i clusters are the aost 
abundant cluster species. 

2. Ion-aolecular processes in clusters. 
The Na aolecule ionization within cluster is followed by 

cluster fragaentation and ion-aolecular reactions. So, when the 
energy B. increase froa 35 eV to 80 eV, the aaxiauas of N« and Ms 
ioa currents in Fig.l wove up and to the larger po. This iaplies 
that with increasing ionizing electron energy the yield of these 
ions froa larger clusters enhances: (Na)i • e --> Ma ("2)1-1 • 2e 
—> N« • (i-2)Na • 2e and Na (Na)t-i --> Ha • <i 2)Pa • N . The 
probability of this process is caracterized by relations: Jg -
ta(60 eV)/ia(35 eV) ( curve 1 ) and Tsxa(80 ey>/fa/'a(35 eV) 
(curve 2). 

This is evident froa Fig.l, that under conditions of this 
work the neutrals (N2)i*a are the aost probable precursors of Ms 
ion. Furtheraore, with increasing cluster size the yield of Na 
coapared to N« increases sharply. This is demonstrated in Fig.l 
by relations "fa/*/ J a at 35 eV (curve 3) and 80 eV (curve 4). 
The increase of these relations with increasing I clearly due to 
relatively high probability of Ms foraation in cluster. The 
higher binding energy of Na ion ( - 3.4 eV) than one of «« 
( = 0.0 eV) (61 aay result to higher probsbility of the separa
tion of Na froa cluster. 

Coaparing the currents It in Fig.2, one could see that 
apart froa cluster ion of size i-2, the size i-8 is also "aagic" 
but as the less stable ion than the neighbouring ones. The even-
nuabered cluster ions with i-6 and 10 also stand out as reducing 
strongly with increasing the energy £• froa 35 to 60 eV. Cluster 
ions MB (Ha N2 ot N r M « ) , N$ , Ms , Hit were not observed at po -
- 1.03-10a Pa, but they appeared with increasing pressure p«. 

i'he results of aass-spectroaetrical observation of nitrogen 
clusters in expanded Na/COa aixture are briefly suaaarized in: 
I The (Nz/i?2 ion were not found. 2.For pa > a-10s Pa we did not 
observed the rise of (Hzfo ion current, inspite of the fact, 
that in pure nitrogen the diaer concentration aust follow the 
curve 1 in Fig.3. 

The lack of (NZ)"J> ions in the range of p0l where they were 
observed in pure nitrogen, aay be attributed to the gas leapera-
l.ure inc-reaue because of COa condensation heat releasing. This 
increase raises the pressure of nitrogen condensation onset M ) 
Therefore we believe that in our conditions the observed (Na)a 
ions result froa aixed CO2 Nz Nz clusters : COj 2 H2 * e - > 
> COa Nz Ha »2c •> H\ » COa • 2e. In ion aolecular reaction 

strongly hound cluster ion N« foras (Ed - 0.9 eV fGJ). With 
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increasing c the pressure pa decreases, thus the probability of 
CDzHzUr cluster foraation decreases. Besides in this case the 
probability to transTora this cluster via the replaceaent reac 
tions ( COa Hz Hz i CO2 --> (COa CO2 Hz Ha)» > (COa)a Ha • N 2 

or (COa)2 • 2Hz) enhances. Thie process is likely to be of large 
iaportance in enrichaent of cluster with aolecules having larger 
interaction potential. Me have observed the siailar process pre
viously for CO2/H2O aixture T71. The ionization results in addi
tional "refineaent" of clusters: COa COa H2 • e --> COaCOa H2 * 
* 2e --> C2OS • N2 • 2e. 

It is seen in Figs.3 and 4 that together with (COa)2 clus
ters the aixed clusters fora. The ion-aolecular reaction 
(C02^R2-H2 --> R« (COa)^ K * KCO2 îs the probable reason or 
the retention of H$ , NX COa, and N« (C0a)2 cluster ions. The 
retention of nitrogen aolecule within Ra-(COa)- cluster is aore 
probable, if this aolecule is ionized. 

3. Electron-induced luainescence of nitrogen clusters. 
The Figure 5 presents the results of aeasuring beaai intensi

ty J, aonoaer concentration n«, and also the radiation intensity 
of Rz <C»flu -> B'n«) at E. = 14 eV. I», and or Ha* <B 2Z» -> 
-> I'£«) at E« - 70 eV, Ta. observed froa intersecting electron 
and aolecular beaa. Shown here is also the dependence i(po), ob
tained by retarding potential technique and extrapolated to value 
of T (aarked by triangle) which was derived froa f(i) of Fig.2. 
To = 159 i. 0.5 K. The curves of J, n«, Ii, and Ta in Fig.5 are 
aade coincident for lower p a (before the condensation). 

In bottoa inset of Fig.5 one can see the transaiss5on factor 
of used optical filter, K, depending on wavelength A. . Thus we 
were able to detect the (0 -> 2, 3). (1 > 3, 4. S), (2 -> S. 6) 
bands of the 2d positive systea of H2 , and also the (0 > 0,1,2) 
(1 -> 1.2) bands for the 1st negative systea of H2* C6J. 

In top inset of Fig.5 shown is the dependences ?•(•*•) in ex
pansion without condensation and fo(E«) aeasured for average 
cluster size i - 250. One can see the shift of Hz radiation peak 
froa 14 to 14.6 eV. Two reasons of this shift aay be assuaed. The 
first one is additional populating Ha (C»nu, v=0) state at V T 
relaxation of v=l,2 states within a cluster. The relaxation rate 
is known to increase sharply in cluster 19J, and the excitation 
function should shift to the larger B* with increasing v. The se
cond reason is the populating C'flu state via the de' jy of un
stable Hi ion and via the collisional quenching of E*£*. These 
C'lln populating pathways were reported in CIO] for isolated aole
cule. 

For the specific intensity of the radiation froa cluster,^, 
we can write till J?» = (1 - Si) 6 7 ~ <I -T(n.y(J - J„) , where 
0i and ift are, respectively, the probability of radiationless 
quenching and the reduced <per aolecule in the cluster) cross se
ction of electron-iapact excitation of clustered aolecule. The 
values of y 1 and of the total radiation *f% • i obtained froa thu 
data of Fig.5 are shown in Fi?.6. 

Let us briefly discuss these dependences. For Ha radiation 
froa cluster IPrl grows as I°- s, i.e. slower than cluster geo-
aetrical cross-section , up to 1*50. It is likely related to 
the 6*(i) decrease because of the energy loss of electron Moving 
through cluster. But it is the reaction Hi* (B*£ti) • R« - > Ha • 
• H within cluster, that consides to be the sain 'actor of rnriia 
t ion less quenching of H2* (see the dependence Na*(I) in Fig.l). 
The greater increase of <fii for Hz" eaioslon froa cluster we at
tribute to additional populating of C»n u state via HS and Hz 
(K*£a) decay. The siailar way of electron energy Ions follow«;«) 



by polarization capture of electron has been suggested by us in 
f21 to explain the stable (Ma)» ion formation for i i. 30. The 
increase of i has resulted in sharp rise of electron capture 
cross-section. The Fig.5 shows that in our case the increase of i 
results in «ore soderate growth an even in the drop ( up to 1* 
=500) or Vi i value for the radiation froa Ma . This allows us 
to suggest that the radiationless quenching of Ma (C*IIo) results 
t i a m t h e interaction of M§ with captured electron: 
Ma (Mz)i-i --> (Na)i • e. With increasing cluster size either 
particle roras its own solvation shell . the above process being 
hindered. The discussed aechanisa of radiationless quenching is 
likely to be the case also for M$*(B*r u) state. He have obtained 
in C21 at K. - 70 eV about the saae (Ma)~* foreation cross-sec
tion, as at E. - M eV. Ve have attributed it to the secondary 
electron slowing down followed by the capture. 

.. ... „,> .„ -„ r „„ This work is partially 
10 1S 20 kO j>Qje,eV ^ supported by Russian Pounds-
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Transition Metal Reactions with Ammonia and 
Hydrocarbon during Laser Vaporization 

H. Yu and F.W. Froben 
Freie Universität Berlin, Institut für Experimentalphysik 

Arnimallee 14, 14195 Berlin, Germany 

Introduction 
The important role of transition metal clusters for catalysis is obvious as well as 
the role of "metcars" - metal - carbon clusters and "/remits" - metaJJ-nitrogen 
clusters - for technical applications. These new typ of clusters can be generated by 
reactions of the metal atoms in the laser plasma. In this contribution we report on 
some of these reactions and show how different the /esulls can be even with very 
similar metals. Our main interest is connected to reactivity and structure but also 
on the formation of thins films deposited from these exotic materials and there 
technical importance (1,2). 

The experimental set up consists of a modified Smalley (3,4) laser vaporization 
source, a home-build TOF-mass spectrometer and a film deposition unit. Two 
Nd.YAG lasers X: 1.06 um or 532 nm for vaporization and X: 355 nm for ionization 
are used. The vaporized material expands into a vacuum of 10"3 mbar, is skimmed 
and coHimated by differential pumping to a vacuum of 10' 7 mbar in the TOP. The 
mass spectra are recorded by a double microchannel plate detector, averaged and 
accumulated by a scope and FC. The thin films are investigated by optical and 
electrical methods and by TEM. 

In this short report we can give only general trends and summarize some of the 
results, more complete publications are in preparation. 
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Nb- and Ta-cluslcr reactions with hydrocarbons 
The intensity distribution of 
the mass spectra show distinct 
magic numbers (Fig. 2) which 
correspond to stable struc
tures of clusters with different 
size- These stable structures of 
the microcryslals shown in 
Fig. 3 are formed more likely 
in accordance with symmetry 
than with ionic coupling. At 
least the main features in the 
mass spectra can be explained 
\>y these structures. The spect
ra in Fig. 2 show that in addi
tion also clusters are formed 
with more or less carbon 
atoms. This demonstrates the 
imperfections of the ionic 
form, due to the much more 
complicated electron configu
ration of these clusters, com
pared lo alkali halide clusters. 
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Fig. 2 Mass spectra of Ta + CI U 

Fig. 3 Stable structures of clusters, shown ate from left lo right: 
4,4, 14,13; I«,IK, 24,24; .10,30 and 32,12 

The series of structures m li« 3 car l*. continued with the same building principle 
ami mimic all the magic peaks in lig 2 
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2. Nb- and Ta-cluster reactions with ammonia 
Both these metals react with ammonia. The most stable clusters are M7 and M15. 
But independent on the si/.e of Tan only >nc or two nitrogen atoms can be 
adsorbed. On Nbn in addition to nitrogen, two or four NH2-radicals can be 
adsorbed. A typical spectrum is shown in Fig 4 

A possible explanation for 
this different reactivity is 
'onnected to the different 
electronic structure of the 
atoms, which is transformed 
into the cluster structure and 
which is already visible for 
the li'mex activity. The 
electronic shell is closed for 

MOO t w o Nb-atoms. Therefore it 
does not react. The two 
atoms ot Ta must combine 
differently to explain the 
good reactivity of Ta2-
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3. W- and Mo-cluster reactions with hydrocarbon 
The mass spectra of the products from reactions between hydrocarbon gas and 
molybdenum as well as tungsten show no distinct magic numbers and the 
intensity distribution decrease continuously with cluster size. For the monomer 
and dimer the intensity of the bare metal is larger than the mixed cluster. Below n 
= 8 «he maximum for the cluster is at W2C W3C, 'V4C, W5C, VV6C2, VV7C3 but for 
Mo at M02C2, M03C3,.... The maximum peak position for larger clusters is located 
at mass numbers corresponding to W2nCn for W and M o n C n for Mo. 
The vaporization of bulk WC with pure He-gas was tested for comparison and 
gave the game result as reported for the reaction. It seems clear that both metals 
react somewhat different and also show different structures. For tungsten the 
building up principle for increasing cluster size in changing whereas it remains 
the same for Mo-clusters. 
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4. Ti, V, Zr - cluster reactions 
All these metals react very readily with hydrocarbon and with nitrogen as reported 
already by Castleman |5,6) The corresponding "subfullerenes" with 20 atoms for 
example can be found, like MsC]2- But with somewhat higher resolution also 
additional peaks with the same number of metal atoms but more or less carbon are 
formed. This shows, thai the idea of comparing these mixed clusters with pure 
carbon clusters is a somewhat too simple point of view. At least, up to now, we 
could not find a M30C30 peak or similar maximum. 
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latent image generation by soil landing of si/.e.selected silver duster cations 

Ch. Rose he1. S. Wolf, T. Ijrisner, F. Granzer1, antlL M>ue 
Institut für Fx/ierimenlalphysik, Freie Universität Berlin, FRG 
"Institut für ungewandte Physik, Universität Frankfurt. FRG 

We investigate the role of silver cluster» in the photographic latent image generation 
Silver cluster cations were produced in a sputtering arrangement, mass selected by a 
quadrupole mass filter and deposited with a well controlled kinetic energy onto 
photographic silver bromide crystals. The fraction of developed crystals after 
exposure of the samples to photographic developer was measured as a function of the 
size of the deposited clusters, the cluster coverage, the kinetic energy of the clusters, 
and the redox- potential of the developer. 
Development was observed after deposition of Ag«* or larger aggregates, and, to a 
much lower extend, after deposition of the Irimer. Silver monomers and dimers 
showed no photographic effect. Our data confirm that silver clusters above a critical 
size, which depends on the rcdox-potcnlial of the developer, form the latent image in 
photography. 

Introduction 
In photography, an suspension of urn sized silver halide micro crystals embedded in a binder 
matrix serves as light detector and image storage element- When a crystal absorbs a sufficient 
number of photons, the so called L"nt image speck is formed. The latent image speck catalyses 
the reduction of the crystal lo metallic silver in during the development of the image. It is 
commonly agreed, that the latent image is formed by silver clusters, which grow by the 
coagulation of mobile silver ions and photoelectrons, which arc initially generated by the 
illumination. Many details of this bask process are • A precisely known 111 One of the main 
issues is the question of (he existence of a well defined critical size of the latent image speck |2|. 
In an earlier experiment |3 , 4| the critical size of the silver clusters was determined directly by 
deposition of size selected clusters onto AgBr-microcryslals, and was found lo be four under 
normal development conditions. There remained however some uncertainties about the 
dependence of the critical size on the redox potential of the developer and the role of fragment 
clusters resulting from the deposition process. T'. refore further experiments were carried out to 
unambiguously determine the critical size and its dependence on the deposition and development 
conditions. 

Experimental 
The silver cluster cations were produced in a sputtering arrangement, and mass selected in a 
quadrupolc mass filler. Details of this apparatus arc given in |5|. A new and important feature is 
'•« possibility to cool ami moderate the cluster ions in » gas filled quadnipolc ion guide This 

ably narrows (be distribution of (he kinetic energy of the clusicrs. ami colliinatcs the 
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cluster beam onlo lite symmetry axis of the tjuadrupolc Therefore the clusters are less effected 
by the time-dependent electric stray fields at the exit of the quadrupok, which spoil the kinetic 
energy distribution in most deposition experiments that use quadnipotc ion guides. The 
performance of this new instrument is demonstrated in Pig. I, where .'he total deposition current 
of the A g / cluster is shown as a function of the electric potential of the substrate. In case (a), 
where no buffer gas in Ihe ion guide was used, the width of the decline of the signal reflects the 
distribution of the kinetic energies of Ihe clusters, which in ihis case wasAE = ISeV (FWHM). 
which is a typical value for sputtering km sources. In case (b) the use of the buffer gas results in 
a much more narrow distribution of kinetic energies, with AE =1 eV. Applying an appropriate 
substrate potential, we are able to control ihe kinetic energy of the deposited clusters within an 
uncertainly of only I cV. 

The clusters were deposited onto 
monodispersed, cubic or tabular- shaped 
AgBr-microcrystals with a characteristic edge 
length of about 0,8um. The crystals, prepared 
from a photographic emulsion weie 
enzymatically freed from the surrounding 
gelatine matrix, and then sparsely suspended 
onlo indium-tin-oxide (ITO) coated glass 
substrates The substrates were mounted in an 

Substrate Potential |Vo»l movable and rotatable sample holder which 

Fig I Deposition current of A / clusters as 8 , , o w s f o r , n e « * « l " « ««posilion of a 
a function or the electric potential of the maximum of 24 samples to the cluster beam. 
substrate (a) without - (b) with buffer gas During Ihe deposition, Ihe total ion current 

was monitored with an pico- ampere meter and integrated lo yield the total deposited charge. 
After the deposition, Ihe substrates were developed for one minute with a hydrochinon 

developer. The redox potential (RP) of this developer can be adjusted over a wide range by 
adding NaOlf, and it was continously measured using an Ag/AgCI reference electrode. The 
developed samples were investigated under the light microscope. The fraction of developed 
crystals was determined by counting the number of developed and undeveloped *..ysials in about 
100 fields of view. This procedure was repealed for an unexposed part of the same substrate for 
comparison (fog). Applying Ihis scheme, we measured ihe photographic activity of silver 
clusters ranging from Ag, * to Ag,/ for a wide variety of deposition energies, developer redox 
potentials, and number densities of the deposited clusters 

Results and Discussion 
Fi«r nil our measurements. - very low coverage of only a few lens of clusters per crystallite was 
sufficient to determine their photographic activity (Inder linse conditions, the contrast between 
I he exposed and unexposed parts of ilic substrate is remarkably high While lite fraction of 
ueveloped iiucrncrislals in the exposed part reached up to W%. llic fog stayed well below 5% in 
all cases 

< 
Q. 
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(b) 1 \ b v * . 
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microcrystals as a function of cluster size 
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All measurements were therefore taken under 
these conditions of low coverage. This 
minimises the possibility of cluster growth 
by nuckation after the deposition. 
For most of the redox potentials used for 
development, we find that Agj is the smallest 
cluster that catalyses Ihc development and 
therefore acts as a latent image speck This is 
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the fraction of 
developed grains is shown as a function of 
cluster size for an RP of -32» mV. The 
abrupt onset of catalytic activity at n=4 
confirms out previous interpretation of a 

"critical cluster size" for the latent image formation. 

Another striking observation is the low photographic activity of the AgA cluster. This cluster 
however, is of very low abundance in our mass spectra, and its peak is partially contaminated by 
oxides. Therefore the results on Ag^ need further confirmation, which is underway in our 
laboratory. 

In Fig. 3, we display the fraction of 
developed grains of Agj*. Agj*, and A g / 
covered samples as a function of the RP. For 
comparison, the fraction of developed grains 
of unexposed pails of the sample is also 
shown. As it is well known, at very negativ 
RPthe fog is drastically increasing. The Ag 2* 
• covered samples (Fig 3a) show no enhanced 
fraction of developed grains compared to rhe 
background. For the Ag 3 * - covered «c spies 
(Fig. 3b) however, there is a small but 
significant increase of the fraction of 
developed grains in a small region of the RP 
around -350 mV. The A&,* covered samples 
Anally exhibit a strong photographic- effect 
over a wide range of RP's from -380 mV to -
310 mV. With Ihc exception of the hcxaincr, 
«he larger clusters up to the 7-mcr show a 
similar behaviour. These results confirm that 
Ihc critical size of the latent image speck is 
indeed a function of the RP. but for mm 
RP's ami for »II conventional developers, the 
critical si« is four. 

The high contrast between the sign») and Ihc background mentioned above is only found for the 
lowest deposition energies. At higher deposition energies, suhsliinii il fragmentation of the 

T • i T r 

-«o m no MO so a» » w w 
retiox potential (mV] 

(Ag/AgCI-reference electrode) 
Fig. 3 fraction of developed grains as a 
function of the rcdoxpotcnlial for samples 
covered with (a) A g 2 \ (b) Ag,* (c) A g / 
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dcpnsilcd clusters sets in, und the results are obscured by the effects of Ihe fragment». This t» 
dcmonsliated in Tig. 4, where the fraction of developed grains of an A ^ 4 covered sample 
developed at a RP of -320mV is plotted as a function of the kinetic energy of the Ag4* chuter 
ions at depositon. 

The fraction of developed grains drops from 
above 80% at kinetic energies below 5eV to 
below 40% for kinetic energies above 20eV. 
This indicates clearly that the previously 
unobserved high contrast in our new data is 
due to the very low kinetic energy of the 
clusters. 

I 10 10 3D «0 

Mnrtc 0»igt a» n» Aj, * <**»/• |o VJ 

Fig 4 fi action of developed grains as a 
function of the deposition energy of A g / 
clusters 

Outlook 
In Ihe meantime, we used the method described herein to investigate the photographic activity of 
negatively charged silver clusters and of mixed clusters of silver and told. Both experiments 
address crucial questions concerning the photographic elementary pros.- and the mechanism of 
latent image formation. The results of these experiments will he published in the near future |6). 
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Magnetic Circular Dichroism in Valence-band Photoemission 
from thin Iron- and Cobalt-films /^r 

J. Bansmann and G. Schdnhense* 

Fachbereich Physik, Universität Rostock, Universitätsplatz 3, D-18051 Rostock 
* Institut für Physik. Universität Mainz, Staudingerweg 7, D-55099 Mainz 

Some years ago a technique called Circular X-ray Magnetic Dichroism (CMXD) had been 
developed by Schätz ( I ) . This new and powerful spectroscopy opened the possibility to study 
the local magnetic moment in alloyr and multilayer systems. The effect is hased on different 
absorption coefficients for right (RCP) and left circularly polarized (LCP) radiation provided 
the sample is magnetized. A similar phenomenon was observed in X-ray photoemission by 
Baumgarten et al. [2]. The authors found a small exchange splitting of about O.SeV at the 
spin-orbit split Fe 2p-levels, but wi«*i opposite sign for each sublevei. From the theoretical point 
of view this effect was described by Venus [3j for both magnetic and non-magnetic targets. 
Especially in the case of non-magnetic materials and a "chiral geometry" large asymmetry values 
were observed for spatially oriented molecules and single crystals when the photon helicily was 
switched from RCP- to LCP-ligH (4). 

In this contribution we report on an experiment probing Magnetic Circular Dichroism in 
the Angulo- Distribution of photoelectrons (MCDAD) [5], The light source for these investi
gations in the VUV-region was the storage ring BESSY in Berlin with its out-off-plane circularly 
polarized radiation. The 6.5m normal-incidence monochromator (6.5mNIM) is especially build 
for a high degre of circular polarization (P c„=92±l%) in the photon energy range from the 
visible up to hv=40eV [6J. The experimental setup is shown in fig. 1. The left part displays the 
monocnromator and the right part the orientation of the incoming photon beam, magnetization 
axis (here shown for a Fe( IOO)-picture-frame crystal) and the direction of the detected photo-
electrons. A rotatable simulated hemispheric-ally condense was used for the energy-resolution. 

(I 
Fig. I. Schem; ic drawing of the setup of the MCDAD-experimenl at the 6.5m normal-in

cidence monochromaior at BESSY. 
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We have investigated thin iron- and cobalt films grown epilaxially on W(l 10). The growth 
conditions and magnetic properties of iron films have in detail he Studie! by Graümam and 
Waller [7]. It is well known that the easy magnetization axis of iron switches from <|00> in 
bulk material to the <l IO>-dircction for films with thicknesses below 65 A (7,8]. The first layer 
of cobalt films on tungsten grows pseudomorphically and films with several layers rVm 
hep-structures (9). In both cases (iron and cobalt) a remanent in-plane magnetization of the fif ms 
was possible ilong the < I IG>-direction of W( 110). The tungsten crystal itself was cleaned by 
heating cycles (1800K) in oxygen to remove carbon contaminations and final flashing to 2500K. 

-3 -2 -1 0=EF 

Binding energy [eV] 
-3 -2 -1 0=E F 

Binding energy [eVJ 

Fig. 2. Valence-hand pholoemission specira of Fe/W(l Id) (upper panel) at hv=31eV and 
normal emission for I XT (left pari) and RCP (right part) radiation in dependence of 
the magnetization stales M' and M. The insets show the topmost valence-bands 
enlatgedby a factor 2.I-ower panels, corresponding asymmetries A M ( ,M I,(including 
statistical error bars). 

A lypically pair of pholoemission specira with RCP (right part) and 1XP (left part) light in 
dependence of the magnetization slates (M* and M) is shown in the upper panels of fig. 2. The 
corresponding asymmetry A M I „M, displayed in the lower panels is defined as follows (/ denotes 
the pholoelectron intensity): 

A ' ' - ' 
nHi HAD " ,, , 1*1 
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The spectra clearly display polarization- and magnetization-dependent photnelectron intensities 
in the 3d-bands directly below the Fermi energy E, (see also enlarged insets). Furthermore the 
asymmetry changes its sign when the photon helicity is switched from RCP to 1X1*. Brieily 
explained, the MCDAD-effect originates from a combined action of .̂ pin-orbit and exchange 
interaction. In spinresotved phoioemissum with circularly polarized VUV-radiation from 
non-magnetic solids the spin-orbit interaction leads to phniocleclron spectra with opposite 
spin-character in the spin-orbit split bands. In the case of ferromagnets a spin resolution is not 
necessary for the detection of spin-orbit effects, because the combination of spin-orbit and 
exchange interaction leads to the observed photoelectron intensity differences. This means 
spin-sensitivity is obtained by the exchange splitting of the band which have either majority or 
minority spin-character. 
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Fe/W(110) 
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L hv=21eV 
I I I I r I I I I I 

I hv=3leV 
J L I - > 

-60* -40' -20' 0° 20° 40' 60' 
Emission angle 6 

Fig. 3. Angular dependence of the MCDAD-asymmelry for two different photon energies. 
Full circles, RCP; open circles, LCP-lighl. TJ»e solid curves »re to guide the eye. 

Fig. 3 shows the angular dependence of the MCD/» «-effect for two photon energies. In both 
panels the asymmetry reaches its maximum in n rmal emission (0 « 0°) and decreases with 
increasing angles. Furthermore the asymmetry values in the maxima kie different for hv=2leV 
and 3leV which indicates a variation of ihe MCIMD with the photon energy. Similar results 
have also been observed for an iron single cryslal (5). 
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Fig. 4. Valence-band phofocmission spectra of Co/W( > 10) at hv=2 leV and normal emission 
in dependence of the magnetization stales. Insets and asymmetry, cf. fig. 2. 

In contrast to the iron films the photoe mission spectra for Co/W(IIO) at hv=21eV display a 
small splitting in the valence-bands locaied directly at E,. The splitting (cf. fig. 4) as well as the 
different photoelectron intensities (fig 2) are strongly dependent on the photon energy. For 
photon energies larger than hv=2lcV the splitting vanishes, but then an intensity difference 
arises in the valence-bands. 

We have presented data of a photoemission effect called Magnetic circular dichroism in 
the angular distribution of phouxlectwns (MCDAD) The results imlicale that this technique 
allows spin-orbit effects lo be observed in itinerant ferromagnefs. Using the MCDAD-effect it 
seems to he possible lo build a microscope for viewing magnetic domain structures without 
spin-analysis. Such a device is being constructed. 
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Electron Stimulated Desorplion 

of Anions from Adsorbed and Condensed CFCI3 at,d CFzClz 

M. Meinke and E. Illenbcrger 

Institut für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie der Freien Universität Berlin, 
TakustaBe 3,14195 Berlin 

Electron simulated desorption of anions from CFCIj and CF2CI2 condensed on an Au 
substrate is studied in the energy range 0-15 eV. The negative fragments are recorded mass 
spectrometrically as the function of the incident electron energy. Below 10 eV we observe 
anion desorption via pronounced «csonance profiles which are characteristic for dissociative 
electron attachment (DA) while the conrinous rise of the signal at higher energies accounts for 
dipolar dissociation (DD) and processes involving secondary electrons from the metallic 
substrate. For both compounds F" and CI ' are the only fragment anions we could observe 
(Fig. I and 2). 

F73MLCFCI j 

0 4 8 12 

Electron Energy (cV) 

Fig I Electron stimulated desorption 
from 3 monolayers CFCIj 

0 4 8 12 

Electron Energy ( e V ) 

Fig 2 FIcctron stimulated desorplion 
from 3 ntonolayers CF2CI2 

The electron attachment in the gaseous phase in the case of CFCIj yields the fragment 
anionsofCI'.F', Cl2'andCClV with an intensity ratio 100:5:1:0 3 /1 / The CI' formation is 



characterized by an exceedingly high cross section from a resonance near zero eV via the 
dissociative attachment 

CFCi3 + e" -» CFCiy(OeV) - CT + CFCI2. (I) 

Fappears from a resonance peaking at 3.3 eV, which decomposes into the complementary 
ions 

CFCI3 + C" - CFCIj-(3.3 eV) -* P + COj (2) 

N cci 3 • F O) 

In the condensed phase the low energy resonance yielding CI is strongly suppressed 
and a serond broad resonance appears at around 7 cV IV In this energy .ange the gas phase 
spectra shows only week negative ion intensities. F" appears from condensed molecules via 
the DA process (3) already known from the gas phase with the resonance shifted to lower 
energies now peaking at around 3 eV (Fig. I). 

The different behavior of gas phase and condensed molecules with respect to anion 
formation can be described by the penubations involved. A DA reaction at or ncai the surface 
is principally affected by the medium in the following way: (a) the energy of the transitory 
negative ion is lowered due to polarization of the medium induced by the additional charge, 
(b) in order to desorb, the ionic fragment must gain sufficient energy to overcome the 
polarization energy and (c) the orientation of the molecule and the reaction coordinate must 
be directed in a way that the decomposition of the precursor ion leads to desorption of an 
anion. 

The energetics of DA process differs from the gas phase by the polarization energy 
which the fragment X' must overcome to desorb from the surface. The translation energy of a 
fragment X" prior to de sorption can be approximated by 

E T<X) = m/M (£ - AH« - E, + Vp> (I) 

where M and m are the masses of the parent molecule and the neutnl fragment, respectively, 
V p is the polarization energy induced by the negative charge, £ is the energy of the free 
electron with respect to the vacuum level, E, denotes the internal energy imparted to both 
fragments, and Alio is the thermodynamic appearance energy of X. The translational energy 
of X" must exceed the polarization energy li|(X'' 2V p Within the approximation of cqn. (I) 
we ohtuin the encrgefk' threshold for de.vorpfion us 

C >iit,/ni Vp • Alio (2) 
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m, is the mass of the ionic fragment X*. The observed F resonance is thus well above the 
energetic threshold. As immediately evident from eqn. (2) CCI? desorption from the 3 eV 
resonance is not expected due to the unfavourable mass utio. 

The ratio of the intensity of the dipolare dissociation and the dissociative electron 
attachment depends on the thickness of monolayers. The DA increases with the thickness of 
monolayers whereas the DD remains vutually unchanged. This can be explained by the larger 
polarization interaction of a charged fragment when directy adsorbed on the substrate /3/ 

Similar results were obtained in ESD from CF2CI2. The CT spectra show a small 
contribution at around 2 eV and a larger one around 7.8 eV with a shoulder at 9.5 eV (Fig. 2). 
F" appears at 3.8 eV. The gas phase spectra show a resonance close to 0 eV in the case of CT 
and for F u resonance at 3 eV IM. 

A very interesting result shows up if one condenses a submonlayer of the target 
molecule on a Kr spacer. The F spectra are almost equal to the multilayer spectra. But in the 
CT spectra we observe a new sharp resonance at 9.3 eV from Cf CI3 and CFjClj (Fig 3). 
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T T T 
CI7 Rubmonolayer CFC1}/ 8 ML Kr 

_C17 Submonolay-r CF 2Q 2 / 8 ML Kr 

Electron Energy (eV) 

Fig. 3 CI' desorption from stibmonolayers CFCIj and CF2CI2 
deposited on 8 monolayers Kr 
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Similar observation have been made for D/DjO and D7 CjDfc /4/. These enhanced 
desorption rates arc general phenomena in electron scattering from molecules on rare gas 
solids. They are interpreted as "eleciron/exciton"complcxcs when the incident electron is 
bound to an exciion of the rare gas. The complex transfers its electron and energy to a 
dissociative state of the target molecule which decomposes into G" and neutral fragments. 
The system studied so far do not possess dissociative states of the molecular anion at low 
energy. For the present systems the enhanced desorption rates may also be due to inelastic 
scattering. The incoming electron is inelastically scattered forming an exciion and the slow 
electron is captured by a target molecule which undergoes dissociation into CI'. 
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QUASI-ELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING BY GaAs SURFACE 

C ' 
O.B. S.\pen(fc, N.H.Erdevdy. A.H. Zavilopulo 

Institute of Elect.on Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 
21, Unlversytetska St., Uzhgorod, UA-294016,Ukraine. 

The solid surface Investigation by means of slow high-mono -
energetic electron backseatterlng (180°) adds much to the well-
known methods. Moreover, utilization of electron beam with 
energy from some hundreths eV to 100 eV as a probe has certain 
advantages: electron beams can be easily focused to small sizes 
especially In the crossed electric magnetic fields, their ener
gy can be easily changed through acceleration near the surface 
under Investigation; backscattered electrons can also be easi
ly registered; slow electrons do not destroy the surface and do 
not cause any defects on It. Using the slow electrons spectro
meter one can get Information on the surface structure, Its 
element composition, chemical bonds, adsorbtlon phenomena, 
electron state density and surface oscillation. 

We have developed the met nods and created the apparatus 
that makes It possible to Investigate the electron backscatte-
rlng by solid surface. Due to the method one has the possibili
ty to study the electron elastic scattering back to 180° within 
0 to 15 eV electron energy range and the Inelastic electron 
energy-loss spectra. One can also get Information on the angular 
distribution of backscatered electrons. The essence of the 
method which will be described In detail separately, is that 
the electron beam Is formed in the longitudinal magnetic 
field, then the monoenergetlc electrons are extracted by a 
hypocycloidal electron monochromator 11) and transported 
through the hypocycloidal analyser of the similar design. At 
the monocromator exit electrons are accelerated and normally 
fall onto the surface investigated. Elastic and inelastic 
backscattered electrons are analysed by the longitudinal 
energy components, detected by electron collector and 
registered by means of electrometer comblnated with the 
special purpose measuring device. The whole measuring process 
is carried out automatically accordlr^ to the special programme. 



Since in our experiment« a rather strong magnetic field 1e 
used C150 to ?00 Oe) we have the possibility to ante«-.I all the 
e'eclrono with transverse energy of * 1.5 eV scattered within 
the broad Interval of solid angin» (from 2\ uler to 0.1 s ter) . 

Electrodes used in the electron spectrometer were molibdenl-
um made to decrease the contact potentials variation. Vacuum 
In the chamber war, provided by means of oillesB pumping 
meanti, the working vacuum was ~ 10~8 Torr. Polished samples 
under study wen; mounted on the disc rotating with respect to 
the electron beam. Surface was cleaned by means of thermal 
heating up to 650 K and 100 eV electron bombardment for 10 to 
15 hours. 

We have studied the electron scattering by the poly-
crystalline and monoeryatalline (111) GaAts surface in the 
energy range of 0 to ') eV.The FWUM of electron energy 
distribution function was 70 meV. 

Pig.l shows the energy dependence of the elastic backseat-
tered electrons current (at 130°) for monocrystalllne GaAs 
(111). Quaslelastle electron scattering spectra for the 
monoerystalUne (111) and polycrystalline GaAs at seme Incident 
electron energies are shown in Fig.2. As I» sew) In Flg.1 the 
elastic electron backseattering cross section considerably de
creases with electron energy and the feature obnerved at E*0.2eV 
is probably due to the change in the electron collector angular 
acceptance corresponding to analyser transmission energy. As is 
seen In Fig.2, for quasi-elastic electron scattering energy 
spectra the Incident electron energy Increase causes the 
Increase in the energy width of the backuoattered electrons 
distribution both for morn »crystalline and polycryytalllne GaAs. 

This Is well coordinated with the hypo«'.yol<»M«l energy 
analyser theory. Distribution broadening Js different for varbis 
types of GaAs. This fact proves the predom1 nan I scattering l<> the 
angles close to ifiO^for the polycrystalline GaAs In comparison 
with the monwrysUll !))•• on»". 
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2 4 
Electron energy (eV) 

Flg.f. Riii.-rgy <iopt.-n(1«-n«,:r> i»r f'laiil ic nli'ctrnri l>H>;kficaU,'?rlrig 
(100°) crown lun'.ilon fi.»r ifK»nu.;j7fil,a) Une GaA« (111). 

Another pc;<:iil l'iri i;y of !![>i:i:lni W; the oxtatonce of breakü 
on wr la ln ••urvi-jj In ••.ane of motiocryftUill Int: GaAu. We .//Holder 
t(, ti> !*• a iiuifiinrütiUrin of rwsoria»;o featiir« (the surface 
plaiHinjn) al abnil ?n m»-V •.•mrgy (aee P<g.?).Thly lu also proved 
by the fact tl^ii. tlihi feature i» observed mo/"? d is t inc t ly a t 
IncWMil •''U:i,:f.ii>n energleM more* clow?" to Ihr» resonance one. 
Unfortunately, It if. til f f !>'.<iH I" determine, more exactly the 
Vf.:r,i>uiu)>:.<.; u>?;ii,ii'M. Tlil>.; 'us due to the Irifi'irftclerit electron 
beam r&.iioenortfteif.y and whldi It; more .significant to the 
tmmif fit* lent, analysier energy resolution. 

Rtffprencee 

I. Rffliariyiik N.7. .SViiju-ulk O.P,., Papp P.P. n t . n l . ITkrafn. Fl«. 
^timiKil 37, N" I I . 1039 1MT. (100,-) 
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ARGON CLUSTER B8AH INTERACTION «ITH COPPER SURFACE {/ 

A.N.il-wllofßiilo* M.A.KhMnrkovxky* A.IJ*ji%lti* A.L.Zhakhnln* 

"institute of Electron Phy'1'.-s?, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 
2i .Universytewka "•'... Uzhgorod, UA-294016, Ukraine 

^Institute of Applied <Jhemlt:try, St. Petersburg, Russia 

Improvement ol Intense cluster beams producing techniques 
i'pens new unique opportunities of ÜBE for epitaxy of complex 
cluster structures with a priori given (controlled) parameters 
upun the surface, this being a very actual problem In modem 
technology 11,2). The present paper describes an experiment on 
a cluster argon bear Interaction with a clean copper surface. 

The set-up Involves a gas dynamical molecular beam source 
(3,41 with a number of solid surface analysing chambers. A 
PHI-600 electron spectrometer and a PHI-5400 X-ray spectro
meter allow us to perform almost all modern types of the 
surface analysis techniques: 
(I) electron spectroscopy of the surface chemical composition; 
(II) raster and Auger-microscopy and spectroscopy; 
(III) secondary-ion ma»3-spectromery and spectroscopy. 

These techniques provide the analysis of: 
- topography and structure of the surface with magnification 

by factor of 5 to 10 and 200 Ä resolution; 
- elemental composition of the surface with 300 8 resolution 

and 10-300 8 layer depth; 
- energy structure of inner layers and valence band of solids. 

The spectrometers are equipped with modern data processing 
systems comprising personal computers with special-purpose data 
processing software. 

A high-quality oxygen-free copper sample was used, ffe have 
chosen copper due to good possibilities of Its surface 
cleaning, high composition homogeneity and low Impurity level. 

The experiment, was prepared and performed In several 
stages. After the mechanical cleanly of the copper plate 
surface the sample was transported through a lock to the 
analysing chamber of BSCA set-up. After thermal heating and 



degassing the surface condition was tested. Then the sample was 
transported to a preparation chamber where It was exposed to 
the Ion beam and analysed once more. 

The results of each sequential analysis stage are listed In 
Table I. As Is seen, the sample surface after simple 
mechanical processalng contains considerable amounts of atomic 
oxygen and carbon Impurities while those for other atoms are 
less than the analyser sensitivity limit. Cleaning by Ion 
bombardment results In a certain amount of Ar(2p), appearing on 
the surface. After prolonged pumping and thermal reheating, the 
argon content was reduced down to 0.2-0.22 at.*. In Table I 
data concerning the components absolute values under the 
surface preparation and after the cluster beam irradiation, are 
presented. 
Table I Data of the refined copper surface analysis 

Processing 
method 

7JÖ3 Cömöältm lä\ M; Processing 
method Cu (2p) 0 0 3 ) C (Iß) 01 Ar(2p) 

GIESS pencil 
cleaning 20.14 15.95 62.20 1.0 

0.48 
Ion beam 
cleaning (2 keV) 

(5 min exposition 
88.85 2.34 

2.2t 

7.95 0.48 

Gas dynamical Ar 
beam bombardment 
M h exposition) 

84.00 

2.34 

2.2t 12.64 1.19 

The results of argon cluster beam treatment are shown in 
Pig.l. The molecular beam composition was controlled at regular 
intervals on Its path to the sample by a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer and the Intensity of Ar n clusters and Ar monomers 
was determined. Ar monomers ami (in decreasing sequence) Ar 2, 
Ar,,,..., Arjo. Of course, after passing a focusing alK before 
the entrance to the analysing clr-iiuer, the ratio of the beam 
component Intent) it lea varlen Dlgnlflcantly due to the known 
phenomenon of the heavier component being fouvsod by the 
lighter one IP). 

Pig. 1 shows the dependency of secondary electron yield 
within the binding energy range of 235 ?54 eV measured under 
experimental conditions Indicated In the lop "f Uie figure. 
Curve? 1 la obtained after cu-anlng the copper surface by 
spectrally pure argon Jon bombardment during 5 mln, fallowed by 
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ESCA MULTIPLEX 
Ar(2p) PARAMETERS:Angle=4 ,° 

Cu plate irradiated by 
ArNbeam, Sc.fact.: 
0FFSET=0.289,37.B24 k c / s 
Pass energy=35.750 eV 
Mg 300 W 

0 
236 

\ • • i • i i i l I • I 1. I . I I I I l I l i • I I I I I I I I . . L _ l _ 

241 246 251 
Binding energy, eV 

Fig.1. Anger electron .spectrum of copper sample surface after 
cleaning (I) and Ar cluster team Irradiation (2). 
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60 min pimping at th* residual gas pressure of io~" ? w r *° 
11 Is seen from curve 1, the spectrum contains the most intense 
argon peak. As to the other features due to oxygen and carbon 
atoms, their intensity Is reduced by almost to times, and 
chlorine atoms entirely disappear (see Table I). The results of 
the analysis of the surface after the cluster Ar beam 
Irradiation are shown by curve 2. presenting a difference of two 
dependences, obtained after the cluster beam effect and after 
ion beam cleaning. I.e. curve 1 being subtracted of curve 2, 
thus residual impurities after Ar bombardment being taken into 
account. The analysis of Plg.1 and Table I data enables to 
assume that at the Interaction of the copper surface with argon 
cluster beam, consisting mainly of dlmers. Intense relaxation 
occurs with ground state Ion adsorption. This assumption is 
favoured by the fact of the corresponding peaks being 
equidistant (E^ = 244, 246 and 248 eV). 

This result renni'*-: thorough theoretical analysis using 
modern knowledge on the interaction ot directed atomic and 
molecular beams with solid surfaces. Therefore, we should note 
the peaks leftward to the main Ar(2p) peak (see Plg.1) to be 
probably related to argon clusters. 
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An In aitu study of processes taking place on a silicon surface 
during boabardaent by CF ( / Ar ions - etching vs. 
polymerization 
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Technical University of brno (CK), 
Faculty of Engineering, Department of Physics 

**Unlverslty of Salford (UK). 
Department of Electronics and Electrleal Engineering 

1. Introduction 
Besides its technological applications the Lroad ion beam 
source has also becoae a useful tool for the investigation of 
the role of ions In soae technological processes, e.g. in 
plasaa etching (11,(21 and (3). It is known that fluorocarbon 
plasaas, depending on conditions, are suitable for proaotlng 
both etching of substrates and deposition of plasaa polymerized 
fluorinated aonoaer (PPFH) filas 14). This contribution deals 
with the application of the Kaufaan ion source to the study of 
etch'ng/polyaerlzation processes taking place at the surface of 
silicon substrate induced by ion beaas generated fron 
CF 4 /Ar gas Mixtures. 

2. Experiment 
The experiaents were realized at the University of Salford with 
apparatus scheaatlea Iiy shown in Fig.1 and described in 151. 
The Kaufaan Ion beaa source (is) gave an ion beaa with 
a alnlaua diaaeter of SO a*. The saaple holder was Isolated 
froa ground to enable a bias potential UK with respect to 
ground to be applied. The saaple was a single crystal of 
silicon (1 0 0). A alxture of CF^/Ar was put into the ion 
source through the Inlet (CF). Ions ejected froa the saaple 
region entered a differentially puaped (P2) analysis systea (fy 
VSV) consisting of a pre-retardlng lenses iL), a double 
healspherlca 1 electrostatic energy analyser (ESA) and 
a quadrupole aass spectrometer 1-400 AHU (QHS). Using this 
systea, charge-exchange ions foraed In the chaaber and 
secondary Ions ejected froa the surface could be detected 15). 
To distinguish between these two types of ions we have biased 
the target to a positive potential Vt with respect to the 
earth. Thus the energy of secondary ions is shifted froa the 
energy of space charge ions to higher energies (31, (51. 

3. Results and Interpretation of the Spectra 
Besides the highest peaks of SI' and SIF' a typical aass 
spectrua of the secondary ions consisted aainly of C, F and 
CFX Ions (secondary/charge-exchange ions), Ar (charge-exchange 
Ions) and Fe* and Ho' (froa the target holder and the grids 
reap.). Experiment» giving the dependence of r.ass (energy) 
spectra of the secondary Ions on the prlaary ion energy and CF 4 

flow were perforaed. The ion energy was changed fro» 200 eV to 
1400 eV and the CFt flow froa 0 to 30 per cent of the total 
flow. 



A. Ion Yield Dependence on CF% Flow 
The height of Si* and SiF* peaks falls with increasing *F4 flow 
fro» S X value of this flou at all applied ion energies. This 
coincides with the decrease In the etching yield of SI with 
growing concentration of CFt 111. 121 The height of C* and F* 
peaks rises rapidly fro» 5 X of CFt flow ft,« 1000 eV) - Fig.2. 
At other energies the behaviour of these peaks was similar. 
Distinct dependences on CFt flow for different prlaary ion 
energies have been found for CF*a peaks. At lower energies of 
the primary Ions (200 eP and 400 eVI there is a large increase 
in the count rate (thousands of counts) for the gas phase 
CF3tCF2> ions at higher CF4 flo.r. (Fig. 3). This effect can be 
explained by the presence of insulating C-F layers growing on 
the SI target at these low energies and high CF, flows (SI. At 
Ion beast energies above 400 eV the C-F flla becoaes thinner (or 
Is nearly reaoved) as a consequence of increased sputtering. 
The yields of ions ejected fro» the target (C*,CF*) are then 
do»1 nanl also at higher CF4 flows (Fig.3). Evidence of the 
formation of an Insulating thin fll» at low energies and high 
CFt flows is shown in Fig.4. The figure demonstrates 
a permanent Increase of the maxima of energy distribution of 
the secondary ions with tiae In the case of ions with an energy 
or 400 eV and CF 4 flow of 30 '/.. This increase in energy results 
fro» a slow build-up of Insulating fll» on the SI target and by 
simultaneous charging of its surface. 
Contrary to the previous case a similar experiment performed 
with primary ions with energy of 1400 eV does not show the saae 
time development because during bombardment by 1400 eV Ions 
a state of equilibrium was established. The fll» probably still 
exists (limited influence of the target potential changes on 
energy position of ions- 0 V versus 10 V), however it Is much 
thinner and cannot be charged to the previous value. The 
Increase of C* and F' count rates in Fig.2 suggests that the 
insulating thin film consists of C and F atoms. 
B. Ion Yield Dependence on Che Energy of Primary Ions 
At CFi flows below 20 '/. of the total flow the peaks of C* and 

CF* are dominant In C* . F* and CF'K spectra. Their maxima are 
within an energy range of 400-800 eV. Contrary to this, with 
CFt flows higher than 20 % and at energies up to 400 eV the 
CF)* and CF2* peaks become dominant as a result of the above 
mentioned charging of the insulating layers. Different 
behaviour of C and CF ions on the one hand and CF2 and CF3 ions 
on the other can be taken as an evidence that CF3(CF2) Ions 
detected in the experiments are largely charge-exchange ions 
from the area near the target and CiCF) Ions have their origin 
on the surface of the target. 

4. Conclusion 
The combination of mass and energy spectroscopy of the 
secondary and charge-exchange ions enables in situ 
investigation of the build-up of the polymeric C-F layers as 
a function of the operational parameters (e.g. C F 4 flow, Ion 
beam energy) It provides a useful means of gaining some 
Insight into the ion surface Interaction. As the primary ions 
were not mas» »elected and their energy spread was not 
precisely known , H I P Interpretation of the results must lake 
Into account the uri«. c r t <t I rtt y In (he prlmarv Ion energy and 
I dent Ity. 
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Flg.l. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus, (3) 
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Introduction. 
The bolometric technique, with direct detection of the energy exchanged in the 

cotwion, has been used to measure the angular distributions of Xe atoms scattered from the 
GaSe(001) surface for different scattering conditions (incident energy and incident angles, 
surface temperature, beam energy. etc)(1) Although these experiments were originally 
designed to explore the role played by the internal degrees of freedom of SF colliding with 
a soft and corrugated surface under identical scattering conditions, the interaction of Xewith 
GaSe(001) has revested a number of interesting features with the characterization of the 
angular distributions consisting of a lobe dose to the specular direction and of a diffuse 
cosine-like distribution The existence of two different scattering channels generating such 
bimocaJ distributions^] is typically observed in the scattering of heavy rare gas atoms from 
metal surfaces The cosine diffuse distribution is associated with adsorption- de-sorption 
collifc.->nal events, while the lobe at angles close to the specular is correlated to a direct 
inelastic interaction. The interest is here focussed on GaSe that is a fairly corrugated and soft 
surface with the aim of improving our insight of the mechanism of the energy transfer From 
this point of view, a cofcsion dynamk-s calculation could be of fundamental relevance provided 
that one can use a coNisional model able to handle the basic features of the system. For 
GaSe of particular importance are the softness of the phonon spectrumf3). the surface 
topography and the corrugation^) We show that a semiclassical trajectory approach[5J to the 
collision dynamics provides a feasible tool for treating these processes in their multi
dimensional aspects^] 

The Potential Energy Surface and The Collisions) Model. 
Since ab initio data for the Xe-GaSe interaction art not available, a semi-empirical 

approach to the construction of a suitable multi-dimensional PES V(r) has been followed 
based on three steps First of all the potential wed depth and the position of the minimum in 
the laterally averaged potential are 
computed from the physical properties of 
Xe and GaSe on the basis of the 
universal rules derived by VidaN et al 17] 
Figure 1 shows the Xe-GaSe(001) 
interaction potential as a function of the 
distance z normal lo the surface while 
Table 1 reports the related parameters 
The second step concerns the 
construction of a three-dimensional 
surface V(r) by incorporating the surface 
corrugation as determined in the He-
GaSe(001) scattering experiments'̂ ) Finally a 3D PES is derived as a sum of pair-wise atom-
atom interactions. 
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where r is the distance between the Xe atom and the i-th surface atom, the sum is carried 
over the positions of the atoms of the solid and the index ß selects the coefficients for the 
interaction» between Xe-Ga and Xe-Se The C dispersion coefficients for Xe-Ga and Xe-Se 
are those obtained from the gas-phase interactions[81. while the parameters A , a and 1° are 
determined by matching the expression (1) to the previously derived surface corrugated 
potential. Table 2 reports the values of the parameters The PES (eq 1) is then used in the 
semi-classical scattering model in cvder to define the effective potential H in the classical 
HamMon equations of motion for the Xe atom approaching the surface. 

dt m dt 
cm. 

dr 
(*> 

rV-«eO)| vtf)|»(/)> = v 0 . v j f . r ) (2) 

10 -i T .M I9K 

where t|Kt) is the bme-dependrnt total wave-function for the quantum phonon state that is the 
solution of the linearly forced harmonic osoiator for the lattice vibrations within the operatorial 
method V is the staue interaction potential with the atoms of the solid in their equilibrium 
positions. V is the dynamical contribution to the hamitonian that is a function of the 
interaction time r, the surface temperature T and the excitation / oe-excitation processes of 
the phonons perturbed by the incoming Xe a'toms|5.6) Therefore the coupling between the 
motion of the gas atom and the vibrational motion of the lattice atoms it is taken into account 
and the exchanged energy between the two degrees of freedom can be readily calculated as 
the sum of the energies exchanged 
with the Xe atom due to the creation 
and annihilation of n vibrational quanta 
in the k-th normal mode The 
frequencies end the eigen-vectors of 
the phonon modes are obtained by 
rumericafty diagonalizing the 3D 
dynamical matrix written for the e-
GaSe cluster geometry using the force 
constants given in ref |8J for the 
interaction between nearest and next-
nearest Ga and Se atoms The typical 
band structure displayed by the 
calculated phonon spectrum compares 
well with the frequency density 
spectrum computed in ref (10] 
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Results. 
We exptoff d the coHisions ol Xe atoms impinging the GaSs(00l) surface with an initial 

kinetic energy of 2 I I OK (v = 517 m/s), at an incident angle 8 =60' (measured from the surface 
normal) along Ihr.- < 100> azimuth This is a fairly corrugated direction giving a peak to peak 
amplitude ^ -0 6A (16% of the lattice spacing) The surface temperature is kept at 419K well 
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above the Debye temperature (6^342 K in the high temperatures *mi<(10|) A series of more 
than 100 trajectories have been computet; by randomly choosing the initial position 
coordinates of the Xe atom ao that the aiming area covers the whole surface unit cet For 
each trajectory we monitored as a function of the interaction time the energy exchanged and 
the components of the momentum as wel as the angles in the exit channel 

The dynamics turns out to be dominated (68%) by the direct inelastic events where 
the Xe atom undergoes a single impact on the surface before being scattered out in the gas 
phase The interaction is strongly inelastic with a substantial coupling between the 
translations) motion of the Xe atom and the phonons Indeed for the vast majority (82%) of 
the single bounce collisions the gas atom picks up energy from the surface (in average 
246KV The overall behavior for single bounce events is characterized by an average of 136K 
of energy transferred from the surface phonons to the Xe atom. However a «ma» fraction of 
atoms (about 5%) undergoes a second collision with the surface before re-emerging The 
exchanged energy for ihe majority of these events is slW flowing from the surface to the atom 
but is significantly lower (with an average value of 126K) An even smaller fraction (»3 5%) 
of the sampled trajectories turn out to be characterized by multiple bounces (23) on the 
surface with a long residence time These events correspond to a large energy toss (in 
average 1280K) for the impinging atom and this gives rise to a process of quasi-
thermaKzation 

A systematic analysis of the angular distrUibon of the scattered Xe atoms, shows that 
the events leading to single and double bounces on the surface contribute to the near 
specular lobe observed in the experiments On the other hand trajectories characterized by 
multiple collision (23) fad in the diffused cosine-like scattering Figure 2 shows, on the same 
polar plot, both the experimental and the calculated normalized angular intensity distribution 
The comparison shows that the angular positions of the direct inelastic lobe is well 
reproduced. Also the experimentally observed feature at angles close to the normal is 
predicted by the theory and the angular position is in perfect agreement with the data. A 

better comparison with the 
experiment should take into account 
the instrumental resolution In order 
to do that we have convoluted the 
theoretical results with a gaussian 

517 m/s d i s t n D u t ' o n ff**1 an angular spread 
that takes into account the different 
limiting factor to the resolving 
power: velocity spread, angular 
drver-gence, finite size of beam and 
detector etc. Figure 3 shows' the 
comparison with the experimental 
data of the cal-culations after this 
convolution The overall agreement 
is quite satisfactory. A detailed 
discus-sion of the observed features 
will be given at the conference. 
Here we would like to mention that 
not only the parallel momentum » 

not conserved but it also plays a relevant role because the correlation between scattered 
angles and transferred energy is lost . Therefore, in general, the experimental angular 
positions of the direct inelastic lobes are not sufficient to characterize the collision dynamics 
The bolometrtc intensities of Fig 2, insteid, are proportional to the energy exchanged and 
give direct information about both the exchanged energy and its correlation with the 
momentum transfer and are well interpreted by the present dynamical calculations 
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TaMe 1. Parameters of the Xe-GaSe lateraKy averaged interaction potential as derived from 
the physical properties of the interacting partners and the scaling nriet|8). 

b 
Interaction 

Potential 
D 
(meV) 

1(A)-
Scakng 
Length 

*jA) 
equrtbnum 
distance 

z(A) 

Xe-GaSe 115 2595 4054 1792 6 5 0813 

Table 2. Parameters of the pair-wise interactions used in the potential of eq i*) 

A (meV) a (A') Interacting 
Atoms 

Ct (meV A*) '„<*> 

Xe-Se 9 20e*07 4 6 148876 13 

Xe-Ga 135e*11 5 1 254757 8 
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Silver ions are formed by a sputtering cluster ion source and deposited on HOPG 
substrates. The samples are investigated in situ by photoelecmm spectroscopy using 
an helium lamp and an elliptical electron energy analyzer. Phofoelectron spectra are 
taken for different substrate temperatures, deposition energies, and coverages of the 
substrate. We find that in order to reach a high sticking coefficent of the ions on the 
surface, it is necessary lo lower their kinetic energy to below 10 eV. The spectra 
indicate that at a sample temperature of 78K the Ag atoms are immobile, and that we 
are able lo investigate individual atoms on HOPG. 

Introduction 
In the past decades, much work has been done on the investigation of the size dependant 
electronic structure of supported metal clusters f 1.21 For this purpose, the method ol growing 
mass-sclctlcd clusters on a surface has been proven a useful tool |3|. Nevertheless, the 
deposition of clusters of well defined size onto a surface is a problem not yet solved, in particular 
if one considers the difficulty of controlling the process of deposition. Of specific importance 
here is the kinetic energy with which clusters are deposited, in order to exclude the effect of 
fragmentation. In this work we present the experimental set-up of a sputter source to produce 
cold clusters which can be softly landed onto a surface and report on first results of photoeleclron 
-spectroscopy measurements of Ag-monomers deposited onto graphite. 

Experimental 
A schematic view of the set-up is shown in fig. ; On the left hand side of the l/HV apparatus, 
clusters are produced by use ofaCOId Reflex Discharge Ion Source (CORDIS) in which Ar ions 
from a plasma are extracted in four beams by a high voltage of 15 kV to be guided onto four 
metal targets. 
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Charged clusters sputtered from the surface arc then collected by a large quadrunolc ion guide 
which is kept in a surrounding of high background pressure (>l f> J mbar) of l idwm. This 
quadrupote fulfils two purposes. Firstly, it cools the clusters by inelastic collisions with the 
buffer gas, and secondly it reduces the kinetic energy of them elastic scattering ami hereby 
focuses the cluster ions onto ihe symmetry axis of the spectrometer. This greatly enhances the 
usable ion current, and allows for subsequent soft-landing of Ihe clusters. 
Two consecutive quadrupolex then allow to mass-separate and guide Ihe cooled cluster ions, the 
second of which again is gas filled to slow down Ihe clusters before landing on Ihe substrate. The 
substrates are mounted on an movable and rotable sample translator, which allows to transfer the 
samples in silu lo an elliptical photoclectron spectrometer, equipped with a helium lamp as light 
source. The substrate and the ptmtocleciron spectrometer are housed in a UIIV chamber and are 
pumped ' J 18*' nibar. During the dcpcsiion lime, Ihe pressure rises up to 10"' mbar because of 
Ihe high flow o f helium (He 6.0) used lo moderate (he clusiers. 
With this setup, we reach ion currents which range from more then 30 nA for the silver 
mor>mer, to about I nA for the Ag 9 * cluster, which translates to deposition limes of 20 min. to 3 
hours per monolayer The use of the iwo gas filled ion guides allows us lo reduce the kinetic 
energy of the ions at deposition lime down to below I eV |4|so that the fragmentation rale of the 
clusiers is expected lo be small. In addition the slicking coefficient of the ions is high at low 
kinetic energies only, as shown below. With silver monomers, i l was possible lo maintain a 
stable ion flux of 30 nA so we could deposit several monolayers onto IIOPG within one hour. 

Results 
Even though ow goal is to analyse the behaviour of small Ag clusters on a graphite surface, the 
features of the monomer were already unexpectedly interesting so lierc we want to solely 
concentrate on (he silver monomer 

We find a strong dependence of ihc structure 
and intensity of our spectra on (he substrate 
temperature and (lie deposition energy. 
Figure 2 shows a set of photoclcciron spcclra 
lake« al an energy of hv = 40.8 cV. Wilh 
increasing coverage on inc sample al room 
temperature, a raise in response signal is 
vis blc mainly in ihc region of 811 eV wilh 
respect lo ihc vacuum level. By subtracting lite 
spectrum of clean graphite fror» the top mosi 
spectrum in fig. 2 (8 ML Ag) Ihc well known 
splitting of the Ag 4d hand in Ihc region of 5-8 
eV with respect lo (he fcrmi cdr.c is found (fig. 
3a) in good agreement wilh measurements of 
hulk silver taken wilh an MBK-ccll al the same 
apparatus (fig. 3b) and measurements by 
Wcrtfieimelal |S|<fig. 3c) 

rin/*i|(MI 

20 n » (2 M l 
M * l f l M ) 

- • * 

• ft 

14 12 10 « 6 4 2 0 

binding energy (eV) 

Fig. 2 Rtiom temperature photoc let Iron 
Spcclra of A g + ions deposited onto HOPfi 
for various coverages 
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Fig. 4 Pnotoelectron spectra of A g 4 on 
HOPG deposited by L N 2 temperature 

In the case nf a cooled large! (cooled with IJ4 2 ) 

the picture looks completely different (fig. 4). 

With the deposition of silver, a sharp peak arises 

at roughly I ) cV with respect to the vacuum 

level (which corresponds to 8 eV relative to the 

fermi energy, this estimated to be 3 eV) . This we 

interpret again as the Ag 4d-band but at this low 

temperature it is narrowed and shifted towards 

higher binding energy A second peak at 18 eV 

in not yet identified hut might correspond to 

impurities frozen onto the surface ( U l f V 

conditions of 10* mbar). ft vanishes once (be 

sample is warmed up to room temperature again. 

In both cases a remarkable high coverage o.' 

several monolayers is needed for a clear silver 

signal. 

The samples of which the spectra in figs 2-4 

were taken, have been prepared by maximizing 

ihe cluster current onto the sample for reducing 

the time of deposition but without regarding the 

energy distribution of Ihe oncoming cluster ions. 

In this case the mean kinetic energy of the 

deposited ions was about 20 eV By increasing 

the background pressure in the quadrupole in 

front of the target it was possible to narrow this 

energy down to less than I eV. At this low 

deposition energy and at low temperatures, an 

exiremely low coverage of (he surface with 

silveit 1/200 monolayer) is already sufficient to 

see ihe low temperature silver signature (fig. S). 

» I I » H i ; I ) I » • ? 

binding energy (eV) 

Fig. 5 Pholoclectron spectra of A g + 

deposited on I IOPG wiih low kinetic 
energy | - 1 c V | 

Discussion 

For the interpretation of the results two 

parameters have to be taken into account: Ihe 

temperature of the target substrate and the 

kinetic energy of the landing cluster ions. 

I ) When the substrate is kept at room 

temperature, the observed photoeleciron spectra 

iook similar to other spectra obtained by bulk 

silver measurements (fig. 2) |5f. We therefore 

conclude that the silver atoms ktrtn large island* 

of Ag clusters or silver films due lo their high 

mobility on the substrate surface, resulting in a 

bulk-like structure in the spectrum. Nevertheless, 



considering the fact that 8 monolayers of silver should completely cover the surface, the spectral 
background of graphite is strikingly high, so we are to assume that most of the Ag monomers 
rather leave the surface again because of their high deposition energy. 

2) In the case 01 the cooled target, the monomers lend to stick more easily to the surface, 
regardless their kinetic energy. This explains why less deposition is necessary in order to obtain 
spectra comparable to the case of the uncooled target. The Ag peak now is much narrower which 
we interpret that isolated silver atoms stick to the graphite surface because their mobility on the 
surface >s strongly reduced. 

3) The above outlined mechanism is confirmed by measur-mcnis taken at low temperature of the 
substrate and with reduced kinetic energy of the oncoming particles (fig. S). Here, the efficiency 
of the landing process is extraordinarily enhanced. The same spectral structure as in case 2) 
appears already after very little deposition. Note that the coverage used to obtain the spectra in 
fig. 5 is only about 1/1000 of that needed at the high deposition energies (fig. 4). This clearly 
demonstrates the ability of our setup to take photoelectron spectra of samples with very low 
coverage, which is very important for our future cluster work. The very low signal al higher 
deposition energies is somewhat surprising and far from being well under: -jod. 
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Plasma wall interaction in glow discharges 
J.F. Behnke, Th. Diudriiiann au<l H. Deutsch 

I FB Physik, University of Greifswald, Germany 

-ifUioshtsijosL. 
The interaction belweou a plasma and a solid surface is of great interest for different kind 
of plasma chemistry applications and of fundamental interest, too. In this paper a model 
simulating this interaction by means of the hydrodynamical approach is presented. 

Basic equations 
The model and the calculations presented refer to an axially homogenous column of a dc rare 
gase glow discharge with cylindrical symmetry, which is surrounded by an insolated wall. 
In more detail the following assumptions have been made for the present model: 

• The energy distribution function for the electrons and ions is of 
MAXWELLian structure, the ion temperature T + as 0. 

• The electron temperature T, is independent of the radial coordinate. 

These assumptions lead to the following set of equations : 
1. Continuity equation for the charged particles : 

1 d 

2. Equation for the momentum transfer for the ions: 

—--j- T-Z-\~*.nhET = mt),n.zcM (2) 
r or [ x»+ J 

3 Equation for the momentum transfer for the electrons: 

r dr [ n, + kT'-j1 + t'n*E' = "»«irn.*«i (3) 

4. POISSON equation 

\i*. - ^K—l («> 
Here, j , is the radial particle flow density, n + and n, are the particle number densities and m + 

and m, are masses of ions and electrons. <o •» the permittivity of the free space and E, is the 
radial component of the electric field strength. z m , z,( designate the rate coefficients of direct 
ionization and the total Mattering by electron atom collisions and z,»( the rate coefficient of 
charge transfer between ions and atoms. Furthermore the following parameters 

-.-(s),.»..=(ft),.»»-te), 



and the diuM-nsiotisless variables 

were introduced. 
We solved the differential ct|uation system with dimcnsionslcss and normalized variables. 
The equations (I) • (•!) constitute a closed set which determine the four functions g t (x), g,(x), 
Tr(x) and c(x). On the other hand appropriate boundary conditions arc required for these 
functions. Because of symmetry, both l'(x) and e(x) must be zero at the axis; the two other 
required boundary conditions are the values of n + and n, in the axis. 
To model the plasma-wall interaction the following elementary processes at the wall have to be 
consider. 

• adsorption of incomming charge carriers (negative and positive respectively) 
• desorption of charged carriers 
• surface diffusion and wall recombination of the incomming charge carriers. 

Furthermore this modelling of plasma wall interaction has been done in the framework of a 
two-dimensional wall plasma [ i ). 
In the stationary case there exists an equilibrium between the adsorbed charge carriers and 
those which desorb again or rccombine. Therefore, the balance equations for the adsorbed 
particles are the following : 

dat a, 
— = (I - 9« )5 , j r w QRO,a¥ (5) 
at J, 

- ^ = ( l - e , ) 5 t ; P W - ^ - o « < r « a t (6) 

a,,ai, are the number densities on the wall, j , w current densitiy to the wall, S,, S + the sticking 
probabilities, r (, r f the residence times of adsorbed particles, 6 , , 0 t the coverage degrees and 
an the recombination coefficient. 

.?*(* = «,•) - s*(i-e*)«i»(-f:g) (7) 
Tk = r j °" p (fe) (8) 

«- «•(=£) X-&) (9) 

(d« : collision radius for recombination, Kj,/ : energy for surface diffusion of wall particles, 
f'uck • activation energy for the particles on the wall, Ec* : dcsorplion energy.) 
The negative wall charge Aa, - at - at and the field E, normal to the wall in the plasma e 
connected by the relation 

#v, = e-s~'- . (to) 

The surface by means of its properties (r», r,, S 4 ,S,, a« ...) determines the flux of the carrier 
to the wall. 
In the sl<itn<n,iry ta.se ( l ie relat ion ( ID) is |<c i I I I . I IHTI I ly ful f i l led ami Sa, can l ie found f rom (he 
radial field K, 

http://ta.se
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Main Aspects of the Numerical Approach and Discussion 

The differential equation system has been solved numerically. The integration started close to 
the axis. The initial values have been obtained by expanding the functions g4.(x), g,(x), r,(x), 
e,(x) in power series with respect to the reduced radial coordinate x, around x=0. 
The figures I • 3 show first results found for the inert gas argon. 
Fig. 1 gives at 13 Pa the plots of the normalized ion density g*.(x), the normalized electron 
density g,(x) and the space charge g+(x) - g.(x). The curves g,(x) and g t (x) are at higher 
pressure close to the shape of the zero • order BESSEL - function. However, there is an incre
asing deviation from this shape near the tube wall with decreasing pressure. These deviations 
are caused by the development of a sheath region. 
As already mentioned in (2|, this model predicts the development of the sheath region, alt
hough there is no clear distinction between the sheath region and the bulk plasma in the basic 
equations. 
Fig. 2 shows 13 Pa the plots of l n ^ ^ (index ed transition point between the bulk plasma 
and plasma sheath), l n £ ^ and the expression ~-jg± versus the normalized potential drop in 
the sheath region. In all cases the radial distribution of the electron density agrees with the 
BoiTZMANN distribution, whereas the radial distribution of the ion density shows increasing 
deviations with >lecreasing pressure. 
The figures present additionally the ratio radial ion velocity and the BÖHM velocity. As to be 
seen, at lower pressure remarkably higher values of the this ratio occur near the wall. 
Fig. 3 represents the dependence of the wall density of electrons, wall density of ions, the 
surface charge density and the electric field strength at the wall on the wall temperature. This 
figure shows a pronounced decrease of electric surface field strength with increasing surface 
temperature. The latter is caused by a distinct growth of the recombination cofficient. 
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PRODUCTION Or X+ .( H 2 0 ) n AND X+.( C 0 2 )„ CLUSTER IONS 
BY POSITIVE CORONA DISCHARGE IN AIR 

J D.Skalny ami P Lukäc ] 

Department »f plasma Physics. Cttmenim Uwvfrsity \J 
Mtynskd dottmi F-2. 842 13 Bratislava. Slovakia 

Introduction. 

Mass-spectrometric analysis of low energy ions formed in corona discharges in air at 
pressures up to atmospherical has been of interest as an aid to the understanding of 
formation of various ionic products but also to the simulation of the formation of 
cluster ions such as H+.( I ^ 0 ) n | l | Recen* reports |2|. 131. however, have cast 
some doubt on the interpretation of mass spectral data, when high pressure 
discharges, like corona is. are studied by mass .spectrometry To avoid complication 
in interpretation of mass spectra, sampling of ions is made trough small orifice and two 
step pumping systems are used Such system has been used for the study of generation 
of poxitive cluster ions by corona discharge in air contaminated with water vapors ot 
carbon dioxide 

Experimental 

The apparatus of ELION group of NTH University in Trondheim was used |2|. The 
point-to-plane corona gap with gap distance 10 mm was chosen for experimc's. The 
radius of Pi wire as a point electrode was 0.1 mm The extracted ions and gas expand 
trough the conical orifice, made in extraction foil, into an intermediate region. In the 
intermediate space the neutral gas molecules were pumped out, while the ions were 
focused on the skimmer opening leading to the Salzers quadrupole mass-
spectrometer In experiments the so-called "sandwich" Au-AI extraction foil was 
used The area of nearly eliptical orifice in the foil was 50 pm The spectra of ions in dry 
air. ambient air ( RH 45 %). and in the mixture of dry air with carbon dioxide ( 10 % 
by volume ) were taken at pressure 20 kPa and at discharge currents up to 20 pA. 

Results and discussion 

Dry air. The Fig. I shows the abundances of ions in the mass-spectra. Within the 
range of used discharge curents the ratio of abundances of primary ions |Ö2 + | / |NO + | 
was constant while the reduction of discharge current caused an apparent increase of 
all other ionic species especially O4+ . The observed mass-spectra are not in 



accordance with Shanin' s expectations that it should be lo obtain only NO* and NO2+ 
ions in dry air 111. The absence of Nj* ions, which are produced by Ionisation 
collisions, can be explain by very fast and irreversible reactions 

N 2 + • O - NO+ • N ( I ) 
N 2 + • 0 2 - 0 2

+ • N 2 + ( 2 ) 
Although the possibility of water clusters formation was suppresed by drying of air in 
trap containing P 2 O5 . the traces of water in air were sufficient for an appearence of 
such clusters like 0 2 + ( l f 2 O )„ and H* ( H 2 O ) . At higher discharge currents, i.e. at 
higher values of electric field siiengh in the dischrage gap. only one times hydratated 
ions were observed with relative abundance of 1% compared with | 0 2

+ | . | N O + |, while 
at the minimal current and the electric field strength the relative abundances of simple 
clusters 0 2

+ .( H 2 O ) were comparable with the abundances of two dominat simple 
ions. In low electric fields also higher member of hydrates 0 2 * . ( H 2 O } 2 was observed. 
The fact that the hydrated oxygen ions were observed in dried air is the evidence about 
high rate of the reaction 

0 2 + H 2 0 + M - 0 2

+ ( H 2

+ 0 I + M ( 3 ) 

followed in low electric fields by the next hydratat ion At higher values of the discharge 
current ( electric field in the discharge gap ) any two times hydratated oxygen ions 
was observed but instead of this the remarkable line of H + ( H 2 0 ) ions was 
appeared in the mass-spectra. The presence of these ions in the spectra can be explain 
by (he very fast reclion 

0 2 + . ( H 2 O ) + H 2 ( ) - H+.( H 2 0 I -t OH + ( ) 2 ( 4 ) 
which is the origin for high members of cluster« M + ( M 2 0 )„ 

Ambient air. The typical spectrum at high discharge current is in Fig. 2. The dorninar 
clusters are H + < H 2 0 ) n accompanied by tracts of N O + . ( H 2 0 ) n cluster ions especially 
at higher currents The number of coupled water molecules is very sensitive lo the 
strengh of the electric in the discharge gap and remarkably increases at low values of 
the electric field 

Dry air + 10% C 0 2 . The admixture of carbon dioxide into the stream of dry air only 
slightly reduces abundances of dominal ions in dry air 0 2 * and NO* The 
formation of clusters cantamig C 0 2 molecules N O + C 0 2 . 0 2 + C 0 2 . 
(X>2 + C 0 2 . NO* C 0 2 l l 2 0 is evident from I ;ig. .1. 
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Abstract 

An obstructed glow discharge in helium has been investigated both experimentally and by 
means of discharge modelling The voltage-current characteristics of the discharge have been 
measured and the spatial distribution of Ihe electric field between the electrodes was determined 
using Stark spectroscopy. The electric field distribution was determined by a self-consistent calcu
lation and the results showed a good agreement with data obtained from Stark measurements 
Other discharge parameters (average velocity of charged particles, energy distribution of electrons 
absorbed by the anode and spatial distribution of ion production) were also obtained from the 
modelling to provide detailed insight into the discharge operation 

1. Introduction 

The usual definition of the obstructed discharge is given in terms of reducing the electrode 
separation (or gas pressure) in a glow discharge [1,2) When the separation is decreased to a 
value somewhat longer than the cathode dark space, the discharge voltage begins to rise 
considerably The obstructed regime of glow discharges has been of interest from the early 
decades of this century (1-4) up to recent years \\b) 

2. Experiment 

The discharge tube had two graphite 
electrodes of 20 mm diameter separated by 4 6 
mm. A 20.6 mm inner diameter metal tube u 
Hotting potential limited the space for the 
discharge The separation of the electrodes and 
the 0.3 mm gap between the tube and the 
electrodes was maintained by ceramic spacers 
The metal tube had 8 narrow slits of 0 2 mm 
width equally spaced at 0 6 mm from each 
other These slits allowed a spatially resolved 
spectroscopic investigation of the discharge 
This arrangement defined the volume of the Figure I. The scheme of the 
discharge and allowed the study of the optical experimental discharge lube. 
spectrum, despite the deposition of the 
sputtered cathode material 

The msasured voltage - pressure characteristics of the discharge at i a I mA, 2 mA and 
3 mA discharge current are shown in Fig 2 The sharp rise of the discharge voltage 
(characterising the obstructed regime) around p - 6 mbar pressure can be clearly observed 

Ceramic spacer« Floatno metal tube 



Figmrel Voltage - pressure character
istics of the discharge ai a cmrrtnl of: 
• i ImA.Ai 2mAa>kJfi 3 mA. 

The field measurements were 
carried out on traces of hydrogen in the 
discharge by recording the line shape of 
the H 6 spectral line (X=40l 2 nm) (The 
experimental setup is described in detail in 
|7J) The use of hydrogen tines for field 
measurement is common (egft}) because 
its Stark effect is linear and well 
understood |9], so that the measured data 
can be relatively easily interpreted. 

For the data acquisition we 
assumed that the observed hneshape is a 
result of simultaneous effects of Doppler 
broadening and Stark splitting and is also affected by the transfer function of the monochromator. 
The unsplilted spectral lines were assumed to have a temperature (7^) dependent Gaussian line 
shape D{A\,Tg) The transfer function of the mopochromator, 7(AA), was measured using a 
He-Ne laser The "Stark pattern" .S(AX,£) (the position and relative amplitude of the splitted 
spectral components which depend on the electric field strength A) were taken from theoretical 
calculations (10) The measured lineshape was "decomposed" by a random curve fitting 
procedure, resulting the electric field (£) and gas temperature (Tg) values (in detail see in [7]). 

3. The modelling of the discharge 

In the model of the discharge we assumed a radially umform discharge between two 
plane electrodes. No edge effects were taken into account In this case the spatially resolved 
discharge characteristics are only functions of the distance x measured from the cathode. 
However, the electrons are traced in the 3 dimensional space which provides a quite realistic 
description of their motion [II] 

Both the high values of Ein (electric field to gas density ratio) and the presence of 
boundaries induce non-equilibnum effects in the motion of electrons, Monte Carlo simulation was 
applied to follow the trajectories of electrons in the discharge gap The cathode and anode 
electrodes were assumed to be perfectly absorbing All the secondary electrons created in ionizing 
collisions were traced in the simulation The elementary processes considered in the model were 
anisotropic elastic scattering of electrons from He atoms, electron irr pact excitation of He atoms 
and electron i.npact ionization of 11e atoms (the cross sections were taken from (12-14]) 

In $n iterative method the E(x) electric field distribution was determined in a seif-
consistent way First, a linear decrease of (he field from (he cathode to the anode was assumed 
Having traced a sufficient number of electrons we obtained the average velocity of electrons 
< v~(r)> and He* ions < v' (x)> and the fluxes of electrons /• "(*) and l\'e* ions /•"' (x) per emitted 
electron Using these data and the measured current density j we wore able to calculate the 
current densities taken by electrons j[x) and He* ions/ (*) and the space charge densities p'(x) 
and p'(x) The electric field distribution was found by using the Poisson equation 

äl'Jdx- p'(x) >c() and taking into account that \''{) l.(x)dx V, (where V is the discharfrc 

voltage) 
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In each step of the iteration the modification of the original electric field due to the space 
charge was calculated and in the next step of the iteration this modified electric field distribution 
was applied 

4. Results 

The results of the model presented in the following refer to the discharge conditions 
anode-calhode distance /,-0 46 cm, V- 1020 V discharge voltage,/= 0 8 mA/cm2 current density 
and/> = 5 7 mbar helium pressure 

Fig 3. shows the av
erage velocity of electrons 
<v(jr)> and He + ions 
<v*(x)> In the case of 
electrons a strong accelera
tion occurs near the cathode 
utd then beyond xJh * 0 4 
the average electron velocity 
slowly decreases The aver
age velocity of l ie' ions 
steadily increases towards the 
cathode due to the accelerat
ing electric field ft can be 
seen in Fig. 3. that the aver
age electron velocity at the 
anode is still quite high 

(A 

> 
V 

106*07 

7 5E*06 * * » ^ 1 5 E » 0 4 _ 

2.0E+04 

1.06*04 

S0e*O3 

' 0OE*0O 
oo 0 5 

x/L 

1 0 

Figures. The average velocity of electrons <v (x)> • and He' 
iom^v'fr)^ A x/L=0 corresponds to the cathode position. 

The distribution of the electron 
energy plotted in Fig 4 also indicates that a 
significant number of high energy electrons 
is absorbed by the anode electrode The 
spatial distribution of km production is 
shown in Fig. 5. The highest production rate 
of He* ions occurs near the anode Because 
of this small changes of the cathode-anode 
separation (/.) may result great differences 
in the overall ion production explaining the 
sensitivity of the obstructed discharge It is 
noted the reflection of electrons from the 
anode also causes significant cnanges in 
dn*/di J7J 

The data obtained from the electric 
field measurements together with the «In
consistent electric field distribution calcu
lated from the model are plotted in Fig 6 
There is a fairly good agreement between the 
measured and the calculated »leid distri
bution 

Figure 4. Ihe energy dhlrihutian 
of electrons aksorhed by lb* anotfe 



5. Comctmsiomi 

An obstructed glow discharge m 
helium was studied 11>c voltage-current 
characteristics of the discharge have been 
measured and the spatial distribution of the 
dectric field was also determined by spec
troscopic measurements A modd of the 
discharge was developed und several dis
charge characteristics have been calcu
lated The self-consistent electric field 
distribution in the discharge gap was also 
calculated from the model and the results 
obtained in this way showed a good 
agreement with the experimentally deter
mined electric field distribution 

Figure S. The spatial distribution 
of the He* ion production. 

Figure 6. Calculated self-consistent 
electric field distribution ( ) and 
data determined from Stark meas
urements (k). 
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Abstract 
A high current, high voltage, segmented hollow cathode discharge arrangement is 

described. This discharge has provided the highest gain and the best efficiency for continuous 
laser oscillation in the ultraviolet region (Aul 1282nm) 11J 

I. IntrwfuctM* 
In order to obtain efficient laser oscillation a high density of selectively excited particles 

has to be provided in a given discharge volume. In our case these particles are excited ions and 
the selective excitation mechanism is energy and charge transfer between ground state metal 
atoms and noble gas ions e g : 

He* + Au -» Au4* + He 

Hollow cathode discharges seem to be an ideal tool for such reactions Filling the 
discharge tube with He, a high density of He ions can be produced due to the high density of fast 
electrons while the metal vapor can conveniently be provided by cathode sputtering. Several 
solutions of hollow cathode discharges for lasers have been worked out to increase the oensity of 
excited particles These discharges have higher current, higher voltage and increased discharge 
volume compared to the conventional hollow cathode discharges The discharge described in this 
paper provided the best performance so far. 

2. Segmented boHow cathode discharge 
A cross section of the discharge tube is 

illustrated in Fig I. 
Each electrode was formed by machining a 

concave quadrant of 1 mm radius along one edge 
of a copper bar Four such rods were stated so 
that the machined corners enclosed the 4 inm 
diameter discharge hole of circular cross section 
One discharge element was SO mm long Four 
such elements formed 'he 20 cm active length of 
the laser For the He - Au laser the cathodes were 
electroplated by gold 

This discharge arrangement has several 
advantages Being a transversal discharge the 
electron density and electron energy distribution % I Segmented hollow cathode 
•re constant along the discharge lube Thus arrangements Ihe OIKHICS and cathodes 
optimum conditions for laser operation can be are marked as* and • resjKilively. 
achieved 



Another advantage or this design is (he 
increased voltage The increased voltage 
favorably changes the electron energy 
distribution - increases the high energy pari of 
the dislribuion The cathoJe sputtering is also 
enhanced due to the higher energy of the ions 
bombarding the cathode surface ll was earlier 
shown thai high-voltage hollow cathode 
discharges an be built if the cathode surface 
is divided by anodes In Ibis discbarge the 
cathodes and the anodes ire arranged around 
a common cylindrical surface 

Thus the entire discharge volume can 
be utilized for laser excitation This geometry 
also ensures thai only that part of the cathode 
surface is covered by discharge (despite the 
strongly abnormal conditions) which forr 
the cylindrical hollow cathode The V-f crises 
have a positive slope characteristic providing 
uniform current density on the cathode surface 
The positive slope also ensures an arc-free 
operation over a wide current range Fig 2 
shows the voltage current characteristics of 
ihe discharge at 10 mbar He with 1% Ar to 
enhance the sputtering 

Further advantage of this design is 
that the sputtered metal has an easy access 
into the cathode cavity The sputtered metal 
vapor density in this discharge with 4 mm 
diameter was in the same order as in a 
conventional hollow cathode having a 2 mm 
width slot 

There is a general belief that the 
voltage of the hollow cathode discharges 
decreases with the applied longitudinal 
magnetic field while the length of the cathode 
dark space and the negative glow shrinks [2] 
This statement is true in conventional low 
voltage cylindrical or slotted hollow cathode 
arrangements where the longer pathway of the 

Fig 2. Voltage - current characteristics for 
gold segmented hollow cathode tube for He • 
1% Ar at 10 mbar total pressure. 
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l-'ig. 3. Discharge voltage versus longitudinal 
magnetic field (He pressure: 15 mbar, current 
600 mA) 

electrons (due to the magnetic field) increases the ionization rate On the other hand, in several 
types of increased voltage hollow cathode discharges opposite effect has been observed The high 
energy electrons oscillating between the opposing cathode surfaces contribute efficiently to the 
ionization The longitudinal magnetic field duves the electrons out of the oscillation and the 
necessary voltage to keep the self-sustained discharge increases The increased voltage increase1; 
the cathode sputtering and the output power of some hollow cathode lasers (like the infrared llc-
Cu laser) increases 11| Figure 1 shows the dischaigc voltage as a function of the magnetic field in 
a M'gmcnlcd hollow cathode aiiangcniciil 

I lie higher voltage alone docs not cnsiitc the piopet laser performance In order to 
elliciriilly use the fast elections we have to ensure that they tan oscillate between the opposing 
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cathode surfaces until their energy is 
used up for the excitation and ionization 
It is also important that the fast electrons 
should be focussed into the axis of the 
discharge so that the strongest excitation 
should occur around the axis of the 
hollow cathode. Figure 4 illustrates the 
spatial distribution of the ionization in 
the segmented discharge obtained by 
Monte Carlo simulation of the electron 
motion 

Hg 4. Spatial distribution of the 
ionization in the segmented geometry. 

3. Measurements on the lle-Au I I laser 
The Au II 282 nm transition was investigated in a similar discharge arrangement with 

different active lengths of 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm The laser output power showed no sign of 
saturation over the range of current employed (2A) However, for a given total current, an 
optimum active discharge length has been found This optimum active length can be seen in Fig 
S where the s-me output power data are 
plotted against the discharge length with 
the discharge current as a parameter 
Each curve displays a clear maximum 
The value of the linear current density 
corresponding the naximum of each of 
these curves is approximately 65 mA/cm 

The improved performance of the 
segmented discharge tube is illustrated in 
Fig. 6 where the laser threshold current -
active length dependence is shown 
together with the dependence found by 
Jain and Newton in their study of the He-
Au II laser investigated in a slotted 
hollow cathode arrangement (4) The 
threshold current in our discharge 
monotonously decreased with the active 
length, and our lowest threshold (280 
mA) is about five times less then the fig S Ixuer power Persus gain teng/h for total 
lowest threshold obtained earlier discharge currents* 0.7,9 OS. A IO.attdfl.2A 

Ihe optimum gain length for each of the three 
lowest current values is indicated by an arrow 

The high gain of the segmented discharge arrangement allowed us to perform direct gain 
measurements, using calibrated loss in the resonator At the optimum current density (see Fig 5) 
Ihe gain is approximately 25% m ', and it increases with the current density up to the highest 
value used (250 mA/cm) at which the gam exceeds 50% m ' This is about an order of magnitude 
higher than the (estimated) gain in the slotted hollow cathode 

http://IO.attdfl.2A


!'ig 6. laser threshold current versus gain 
length. Solid curve: present study. Dashed 
curve: results of Join and Atarfcv». 

4. Perspectives et VUV laser oscMalioa 
Cu II has several strong 6s-4p lines 

between 144 and 160 nm. The strong 781 
nm infrared laser transition originates from 
the same 6s level. This infrared laser is 
pum,nrd also by charge transfer between the 
He ions and ground state Cu atoms Eichler, 
Koch, Seedorf and Sollinger [5) have per
formed detailed spectroscopical investiga
tions on these VUV lines According to their 
calculation the gain is about IV. n r 1 in a 
slotted hollow cathode arrangement 

One of the main advantages of our 
segmented hollow cathode discharge over 
the conventional slotted one is the unusually 
high gain (55% nr' in the gold UV 
transition) To obtain even higher gain we 
have measured the gain on the 781 nm 
transition in 5 cm long tubes using different 
diameters (5-2mm) We found that the gain 
is increasing with decreasing diameter (Fig 
7) 

It can be seen from the figure (hat by 
reducing the hollow cathode diameter from 
4 to 2 mm, the gain can further be doubled 
Although the presently available mirrors in 
this wavelength range have rather limited 
refection values (92-93%), it seems realistic 
that using about Im active length continuous 
laser oscillation can be achieved in the 
VUV 

rig. 7. Round trip gain measured at 7H0nm in 
5 cm long tubes at IA current and the optimum 
pressure fi/r each diameter. 
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Introduction 
In ordci lo make an attempt lor a rigorous investigation ol lite chemical and physical prow 

which might play a dominant role in the surface trealnienis by plasma medium, some researches in s 
called "model situation" were achieved /I.V 

Knowing the important role of the oriented positive ion bombardment in I he plasm 
techniques, there were carried out some investigations using such a "model situation", a plasma 
beam system ß • II. However, there are still many unknowns in the low energy ion beam - polvnn 
interaction, because there is a ilillictilt task lo investigate the modilicalions induced in the upper mo 
lens Angslioms ol Ihr polymer si» lace, whcie llieie is a competition between llie penetration an 
rcdilltision processes ol the reactive species 1*1 Moreover, this tippcimost surlacc layer ol III 
pristine (untreated) polymer is also very noiiumlotm 

The aim ol »he present work is to emphasize the loticl.ition between the oxygen ion beat 
energy ami dose and the physical and chemical modifications ol lire polytethyleue lerephthahtlc 
tVET) produced in a plasma beam treatnienl system. 

Experimental 
(ommciciiil PET Tetum", 25 p two dominions stich lied lilms have been used as such 
The treatment device is described in detail elsewhere H.V. In such a device, a low phis 

density (LPIX III) ' 2 in ') nculiali/es the electiic positive chaige brought on the insulated (poly me 
surface by (he action ol nn ion beam UB; (ll> f> A c m 2 ) produced by a multipolar ion sourc 
Tieaimenls at dilleient oxygen ion eiaigies | 100 cV, 100 eV. 500 eV) and doses (.1.0» I t) 1 ' ions cm 
- low dose. 1.5*ID"* ions c m 2 intermediate dose, '»(Is III"' ions cm - 2 high dosel, at 4sIII"1 lo 
pressure, have been achieved. Roth surfaces of (lie lilm samples have been Healed, so a large area i 
the ion modification fraction has been obtained. 

The following investigation methods have been used: IR spectroscopy (transmission a 
ATRl, X ray did faction. XPS angle resolved. IR spectra were recorded by means ol a NIC'OL 
FTIR spectrometer with 620 Processor Advantage. A X ray dilfractomcler IIZ(/ operated wi 
monochroniati/cd Cu Kct and Co Ko radial ions at an energy ol M) keV. in standard and grazing / 
ray incidence geometries, at large unJ small angle, has been used I he XPS spectra were obtained < 
a ESCALAB Mk II (VG Scicnlilic Ltd. I pholoeleclron spectrometer with an AI Ka X ray sour 
Charge compensation was achieved using a low energy electron Hood gun (0.2 I niA. 0.5 14 c 
The total instrumental resolution, measured as FWIIM ol the Ag ld<̂ > pbotoelectron peak, was < 
eV. Angle tvlwven llie incident X-ray anil It»- analyzer enhance slit is lined 50" and llie an 
between the sample surface and the entrance slit. 0, is variable. 

In the nest table is given the correlation between tin- H ami the sampling depth d=Wsii 
where A. is the inelastic mean I tec path for phoiocleclrons. which is 26 A in polymers (it is consider 
thai the material is a homogeneous OIK-): 



e 22.5 37.5 525 
U(A) 30 47 62 

Results and disaissfcMi 
The investigation ol Ihc polymer modifications induced by an oxygen i<m beam most he 

started hy considering the tollowing main elements: the specilic structural features of the pristine 
polymer, the ion beam energy and llucney ranges, (he dependence between the physical structure and 
the chemical modifications. All these elements arc connected each other and together determine the 
etching regime. 

IR spectra lor Ihc untreated PET is identically with that lor PET with a high crystalline 
content and «he same lime its AIR - IR spectra has many similarilics with that for the amorphous 
polymer (1445. 1370, 1045, 900 cm • Shoulders or bands) fU. From lite X-ray diffractograms it was 
established that the untreated I'fc I has a paracryslallinc structure with the fibril thickness of 474 A 
Each lihril contains crystallites of 3.4 A randomly oriented. Spaces between crystallites are completed 
with an amorphous phase which is determined by the chaotically and homogeneous distribution of lire 
r i l r griMips. These leatures are well correlated with the XPS results. The C Is spectrum for the 

untreated PET consists of three distinct peaks (without the peak due It» K - n* shake up transition) and 
their identification is given in Tig. I. Carbon ratio calculated lor the untreated PET are 6:2:2 = 3:1.1 
which correspond to CI . C2 and (.'3 respectively. Resolved peak areas do not agree with this expected 
composition, so the C2 content is greater than Ihc L'3 content in all lite sampling depth. Also, in the 
PET structure it is expected to have two different oxygen species with the same intensity. The 
difference ol almost Ml** in the intensities for 1)2 (OC. 533 cV> and Ol (<)=C. 532 cVl in this 
untreated PET could be due to the surface contamination and Ihe presence of some residual monomer 
or cyclic oligomers. So untreated PET is an unhomogeneous amorphous material in the surface layers 
about 100 A. 

Oxygen Ion energies and fluencies investigated are (hose frequently used in O; reactive ion 
etching (RIE) device. It has established that there arc lour etching regimes lor organosilicon polymers 
in such a RIE device /UV: transient, ditlusion controlled, steady slate and anomalous transport 
regime For sure, their kinetic model cannot be extended without restriction lo other polymers. 

As a general characlcrislk of the oxygen inn beam treatment presented in this work is lire 
dramatic change in the oxygen content: there is more Ol than * »2. but in different ratio (al the same 
sampling depth) as a function of Hie ion energy and dose. 

Treatments al 10» eV for all doses, but especially that at the higher dose, seem lo he in an 
anomalous transport regime (Fig. 2) namely the PET sample is clchcd al higher rale than in a steady 
stale regime when ihe sputtering rale is balanced by the oxidation rale, This etching regime is 
facilitated by the presence al the untreated PET surface ol an unhomogeneous , amorphous material. 
In such a material Ihe ion projectile dissipates his energy in a thinner layer (- 40 A) than in a 
homogeneous, crystalline one. It must be added also a thermal spike mechanism, proposed for low 
ion energies, which is sustained hy (he structural modifications shown in X-ray dillraclograms (fit-. 
5). Besides the enlargement ol the main peak (KKI) due to the amorphous conleM (as in pristine 
PET), wime smaller peaks appear at lower angles, due lo a noncrystalline structure induced by a local 
high healing l\ M. 

Treatment at 3tNI cV al lower dose is also in an anomalous (ransporl regime (Fig. 3). still 
promoted by the presence of an amorphous maleriul. as is shown in X-ray dillraclograms (Fig. 5) 
lite etching depth is greater than lor IfKI eV treated samples. Treatments at Ihc higher doses seem t" 
render (lie material more resistant to oxidation and this perhaps due to (he increase in CI content with 
almost H'l in all the sampling depth 
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I r raiment at 500 cV ni lower dose is in a steady stale regime, 
with an oxidi/cd lay« greater than the XPS sampling depth (> Ml A) 
dig. 4). A will developed polycrystallirie structure is revealed hy a 
(011) peak dtie lo lite I ' l l ) gioups orientation at an angle to the («Nil 
plnne. X lay dillinciion at small angles gives the libril dimensions of 
R4 A und 145 A lor low and intermediate dose, respectively. This 
siruciuic render the polymer sample more resistant lo oxidation at 
intet mediale dose. A depth prolile. specilic lor an implantation 
regime, will» a maximum at 4K A depth, is present in the PET sample 
Healed at Hie higher dose. The polymer sample has a reduced dilltision 
imllicicm lot lire oxidi/rd spnics and Ihis also due to the increase in 
C I conlcni 

Changes in the crystalline/amorphous morphology are also 
supported hy the modilications of IR hands corresponding to Ihc 
crystalline and amorphous PET. The intensities lor amorphous PET 
hands arc higher lor treated samples at 100 eV . MM cV at 
interinediaie and high doses and also at 5(KI eV at low dose. While lor 
Ihe PET samples Healed al .«HI eV, low dose and 5(H» eV. intermediate 
»nd high doses, Hie intensities corresponding to the crystalline PET are 
higher. 

tthM.-*-****-*-«-*-! 

Fig. 5. X ray dillraclograins lor 
PET samples treated at dillefc.it 
oxygen ion energies and doses; 
Cu anode lor 1, 2. 3, 7 curves. 
CM anode for (I. 4, 5. 6. curves. 
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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

In thia paper we preaenl our recent and current activities towards a better understanding of the a« 
type double layer« in non-magrietixed laboratory plasma* !n contrast lo other relevant theoretical 
experimental works on double layers having in general been devoted to some particular properties of 
double layers or aurrounding plasma, our approach is an integral one: we want lo understand the connecl 
between external experimental conditions, such as the plasma-devire geometry, kind and pressure of 
gaa, biaa voltage« of hot and cold electrodes and other possible parameters and processes inaide the plai 
chamber, i.e. to predict the plasma potential, particle densities and temperatures as well as the dor 
layer position and strength, provided that the conditions for its formation are met. The DP-machine of 

Figure I: a) Schematic pieseaUlnn of the l»*sbr«c> Do«Me Plann« Device, sad b) Sketch of a plasms «71 
ssaialaiaed by aa eaergetic beam of electro» is ike presence of sa «btorbisg wad and electrode (tkick circles). 
pUsms-sbealh boaadaries are isdksled by tkis circles in aisie b) 

Innsbruck University is shown schematically in figure I. In order to obtain a well defined ioniiation prof 
the target chamber (T ) the filaments in this chamber are Itirned-ofT and plasma is produced by drawing 
electrons from the plasma c ' the source chamber (S) The flux and energy of these "primary beam" eleel 
can be controlled by heating the electron emitting filaments in the source chamber, as well aa by adju 
the source plasms potential. The separating grid remains at ground potential. 

The basic conditions in the target chamber are achieved with grounded anode (A) Changing the a 
bias and siie lead lo many important phenomena the appearance of which depends on the working | 
on the anode current-voltage characteristic there are slrong indications of possibilities to control the 
plasma parameters, e.g. the plasma potential, density and electron temperature, in a simple mannt 
well aa to induce the appearance of Potential Relaxation osrilaltnna and of chaotic behaviour, as well 
produce an additional, well localized discharge, separated from the baair plasma by an «node type d 
layer. Due to the importance of these phenomena for basic as well aa for applied plasma physics, 
description and understanding represent an urgent task 

THE BASIC MODEL 

We propose an apparently aiiri|>lr but very «•»haust i»e model which already has »liowti lo be appro 
for calculating plasma pnrkiiieli'r* in other configuration» (I) A* illustrated in figure l-h the plan 
maintained in a stationary stair due lr> Ihr- balance hit wren the production < f el<-rln>n - ion pairs (subs 
"e" and "f respectively) and their removal .'rom volume V bounded by llir i>la*iiia boundary surfac 



A, + A.. The baak equations of our system are charge conservation: 

c/(r,-r.)dA = o, 
particle conservation: 

jf M A = n. jTrfV jf K»/.»(») + n r » / . T V ) M * W , v = jf %dV 

and energy conservation: 

n f. (Q. + Q,)dA = ^n, 
A * 

l*V J m.ir ,nf/. B(vK(»)vd v 5 J dV 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

where rn,, are electron and ion masses, respectively, n, and n, denote the neutral gas and electron densities, 
and a, is the ionization cross-section. Superscripts " BT snd "Th" denote the populations CM 'ie beam and the 
thermal electrons, respectively. The electron velocity distributions /, B T * are normalized to one. The ion and 
electron Mux densities and energy flux densities are I",> = fy / , .(vjviPv and Q,> = }"'<,. Jr /•.•(v)* ,v<t4« 
respectively. The ionization cross-section may be expressed, for a wide range of the ionizing electron energy 
K = m.v'/2 in the form a,(K\ = f . ,'.. • . . . where «• / denotes the first ionization level and i 

' K(K 4 8e4>,) 
is a constant characterizing the kind of gas used. The main electron population is Maxwellian, with the 
electron flux density T, = n v/cT,/2*m texp(rA+/cT,), where A* is the electrode or wall potential with 
respect to plasma. The ion velocity at the plasma sheath boundary can be identified as the Böhm velocity 
u, = a^kT./m, in all directions relevant for ion losses, where a{N = n B /n T *) represents a function of the 
order of unity The ion and electron energy flux densities are Q, - (2i7',j + e|A*|)r, and Q, = o'tT.r,, 
respectively. Under these assumptions the expressions (I) (3) can be quickly integrated yielding a set of 
equations for the calculation of the plasma potential, plasma density and electron temperature. This set 
of equations can be closed under additional assumptions leading to approximate solutions like those ones 
already reported (2) As a main result it turns out that the plasma parameters depend on the similarity 
variable, that is a combination of the external parameters —- = n,d —,/—-, rather than on each of these 

e4>, A V "«, 
parameters separately. 

R E F I N E M E N T S O F T H E MODEL 

In the previous work on double layers we uze J the usual approximations for the so called Böhm and 
Langmuir factors a = I and 0 = I respectively It turns out (hat these approximations, applied to our model, 
are oversimplifications which should be seriously questioned Recently we developed belter approximate 
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Figure 'I. The ion directional velocity i , It) and Ihr ion tin« t, (c) •( (he plasms boundary as s funclioa of ike 
electron beam dennHy ob(ained Irom Ike plum* equation (thick line) and in (he cold ion model (thin line) The 
dulled line represent! an approximate k>n directional vclorily in I he cold fluid model 

formulae of high reliability which are, at lh<- »aim- lime simple to use. It has hren shown (3) that the ion 
velocity arid flux at I If plasma boundary in the rod) ion fluid proximation mill»' expressed as 
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Figure J: Conparuo* at Ike e>wl resalts (duked Kaes) for Ike l.»»»muir (»riot witk tfcmw obtained from I 
approximate tormalss is tke coM km cue (fall kjws) 

rnpetlively (e=2 7 . •» the Enter number) These results were compared with ihov obtained by sotvi 
the plasma eqiia.>">n in the presence of an electron beam 

2>/2 WvVrOlv/n) - T» 2v/2 «.(<?) 5 
c.o e-' + ^ 

-nd CI») = nl"c,a~ \N Jn + »(v/rj)) 

At one run see from figure 2 Ine electron beam ran rrniir<ternh)y Kifliieiicr the Böhm factor as well as t 
ion flux. This ha» also further consequence» for the particle energy outflow 

Concerning the ratio «if the eleclr-m and ion current densities (', and I',, being accelerated by a dou 
layer, a detailed investigation on the rail» of these quanlilir* under vinous condition« was performed [ 
In the case »hen the ion temperature at both side of a double layer may be negleclcl, ..c obtained 
approximate formula for the bangmuir factor in the form 

, « . In Phi -xHi?lL / n T.jfi - v/JrT̂  
( 

s/T.i-

where «>,» = J(l t 3r,r,j + <J\ + fir,r,}), r,j = l / \ is the inverse value of the double layer potent 
notmalrted to the electron lemperatb.-e at the high potential side of the dcjble layer and r, is the r 
between the electron temperatures at the low and high potential sides The approximate results are comp 
with the exact ones we obtained by using a complete set of boundary conditions formulated first by Andr 
and Allen in 1971, and an excellent agreement was found (see fig 3). 

EXPERIMENTAL REFINEMENTS 

There are specific conditions in a plasma in which a double layer is present. Standard Langmuir pr 
method fairs since the electron •'•! city distribution can be considerably non-isotropic. Therefore a met 
for currenl-cacryii.g plasmas was developed [5| which is as simple and reliable for non-isotropic pi 
diagnostic* as (he Langmut.' method lor isotropic plasmas. The reference distribution to which the met 
strictly applies is a shifted Maxwellian: 

I m |VJ f m{v, - u ) ' l f "•(»; + v\) 

where n, is the plasma density, T is the electron temperature, m is (he electron mass and u is the 
velocity in the «direction The appropriate diagnostic tool is a plane probe of area A,, with the col 
positioned with or against the particle drift, and biased at a retarding potential V, < 0 with reu 

no 
the local plasms potential The current lr collected by the probe is given by l,{Vr) = eAf f / ( f / )? 

where t>M f l = </~2rV,/m and /(t>,) is (lie onedimrnsinnal shifted Maxwellian distribution function 
distribution /(r,) ran he expressed as a function of the potential \'f by writing \<nv] = -eV, which g 



The probe current l,{\'t) can be calculated lor both direction» with respect to the drift motion. W« hav« 
found that for the drift velocities of the order up to the electron temperature, excellent remits may be 

• •-> / • b) 

's 

• igure 4: a)Semik>(arilkmic plot of probe characteristics: Electron IcmperaUre» ue determined from lb* »lop» 
of Ike !» ( / ,+ / ,_ ) ' " ploU. Approximate plums potentials are determined by aiding Ike intersection point« of 
these lines witk linearly extrapolated sslsrslio« currents The tallies (rand from Ike derivativ»;» are indicated by 
arrows, b) Compariaoa of the «pcrimenlal probe ckarsclerwtics witk Ike theoretical ones corresponding to a shifted 
Maxwellian distribslio» with psramelers fousd bom Ike "body" of Ike distribution* Theoretical carves (dotted aad 
dashed lines) correspond to two different values of Ike plasma potential. 

obtained by using approximate formulae: 

y, = ^ » n ( / , + / , . ) " 2 +CWISI, X = J-K 2<2*J+1) /, 
_ _ f,+ (0)+f,.(0) I (») 

where ) r t and / , - are probe currents in the flow direction and against the flow direction, respectively. 
It turns out, however, that a very reliable value for the velocity drift can be extracted immediately from 
the semilog plot by using Ihr simple formula X = 0 l8 ( /n / + - Int.), to which our expression reduces for 
tVr = kT,- The results obtained by using our method are presented in figure 4\ 

C O N C L U S I O N 

We briefly outlined the main points of our approach in investigating double layers As far as wc 
know this approach represents a first serious attempt to explain a double layer aa an integral pan of the 
adjascenl plasmas and to predict the relations between external parameters and double layer formation in 
a systematic way. This has been done by closing equations (l)-(3) by help of reliable expressions for the 
Bohrr. and Langmuir factors (4) and ( 6 ) as well as by using related formulae for the particle and particle 
energy oulfluxes We also described an improved diagnostics method. Further theoretical and experimental 
investigation* are expected to give quite a new qualitative aa well aa quantitative information concerning 
anode type double layers. 
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Drift Instability and Potential Relaxation Instability in a Magnetized Plasma 
Column under the Influence of a Biased Limiter 

M Zimmerling, K Delueg, A Siebenlorcher and R Schritt wieser / 

Institute for Ion Physics, University of Innsbruck, Technikerstr 25, 
A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria 

Abstract: Our contribution shows that the lability and the global properties of a magnetized col-
lisionless or slightly collisional plasma column can be strongly influenced by a biased limiter. For 
higher positive or negative biases the diameter of the plasma column can be decreased until the 
plasma is completely quenched. For smaller biases only the radial density gradient is affected 
which leads to a modification of the the universal drift instability at the plasma column's edge. On 
the other hand, the potential relaxation instability can either be enhanced or totally quenched by 
the limiter bias 

Introduction: The radial boundary conditions of a magnetized plasma column have a decisive in
fluence on the stability of the plasma Especially the universal drift instability, which appears at the 
edge of any magnetically bounded plasma, can be strongly affected by the boundary conditions 
since its dispersion relation is related to both, the density gradient and the magnetic field which 
confines the plasma: 

m _ KT, dtipldr 

*» 'Bo "a 

This is the dispersion relation of the collisionless drift wave in its simplest form for cylindri
cal coordinates r, z and (p.1 to is the frequency of the wave, kf is the wave number in azimuthal di
rection (»-direction) around the plasma column wnich has a density gradient dnrfdr in negative r-
direction K is the Bohzmarm constant, T, the dectroi temperature, e is the elementary charge, 
and B0 the homogeneous magnetic field in z-direction The wave can become unstable because of 
the so-called diamagnetic particle drift which appears in «p-direction due to the density gradient.1 

It is typical for the drift instability that its frequency is inversely proportional to the magnetic field 
strength and directly proportional to the density gradient Thus it is clear that any modification of 
the density gradient will be reflected by the properties of the instability The first thorough investi
gation of the drift instability in a Q-macfune has been performed by Politzer' 

The Potential Relaxation Instability (PRI), though being a principally one-dimensional phe
nomenon, driven by a strong axial electron current, can either be quenched or enhanced by a ra
dial electric fieldJ The PRI appears as a strongly nonlinear, high-amplitude oscillation of the plas
ma potential between two quasi-steady states * In the earlier investigations of lizuka and Schritt-
wieser' the radial electric field was extending along the entire length of the plasma column and 
was produced by an additional electrically isolated cylinder around the plasma column 

In the present investigation, however, the radial profile of the plasma column was modified 
only by a limiter which was situated close to the plasma source, and a strong influence on both of 
the aforementioned instabilities has been observed In view of the recent progress of the so-called 



magnetoelectiic cortfinemeiH of a toroidal fusion plasma by applying high völliges lo a limiter in 
addition lo the conventional toroidai/poloidal magnetic field,5 our results could be of relevance 
even for fusion related plasma physics 

B Field Coils 

m 
l.imiler 

Pn*c 
Grid Pimm Column CP 

Fig I: Schematic diagram of the Q-machine, HP - hot plate (plasma source), CP - cold plate, oven - neutral po
tassium beam source. 

Experimental set-up: The measurements have been carried out in the Innsbruck Q-machine in a 
potassium plasma of a maximum density of ca Sx I0 1 0 cm-' and electron and ion temperatures of 
7*, a r, = 0 2 eV The Hoc Plate (HP) of tungsten has a diameter of JO mm 3 cm in front of it a 
stainless steel limit« is inserted wi'h a central circular hole of 28 mm This limiter is isolated from 
the vacuum cylinder and from HP and can be biased arbitrarily. The plasma column is terminated 
by the Cold Plate (CP) at a distance of L - 65 cm from HP. CP is heatable to prevent coati»? by 
potassium which would alter the work function When CP is biased positively with respect to the 
unperturbed plasma potential an electron current is drawn which usually leads to strong oscilla
tions of the potential relaxation type6 See Fig I for a schematic diagram of the Q-machine. 
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Fig .' Typical radial profiles of ihc plasma density in the Q-machinc for three different limilcr biases, taken 
Vt cm from the IIP 
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An axially and radially movable Langmuir probe7 serves diagnostic tool Abo the probe can 
be heated to avoid contamination of the surface by neutral potassium For certain measurements 
sometimes also an electron emissive probe has been used 

Experimented results: Fig. 2 show typical radial profiles of the plasma density measured at a dis
tance of SO cm from the HP, i.e, rather dose to the electrically floating CP, with the limi'er bias 
as parameter. The profiles often show a certain asymmetry with respect to the center which could 
be due to a slight misalignment of the limrter md the HP In addition, although the neutral beam 
system is designed to achieve a maximum uniformity of the illumination of the HP by K-atoms, a 
small azimuthai »«homogeneity appears due to the localized positions of th- six nozzles 

Fig. 3: Typical spectra of the drift instability M the edge of the plasma column with the radius as parameter. 

Drift tmtabwity: To achieve a high signal all measurements concerning the drift instability have 
been perfomed on the right hand side of the plasma column, as wen in Fig. 2 By means of the 
Langmur probe, the ac-component of the ion saturation current (with a bias of -10 V ) has been 
detected and evaluated by a spectrum analyzer Fig 3 shows typical spectra of the drift instability 
with the radial coordinate as parameter and for a limiter bias of +5 V where, according to Fig 2 
the steepest density gradient has been produced We note that the highest amplitude appears for 
r s 12.5 mm The amplitude decreases both for smaller and greater values of/- since in both direc
tions the density gradient is smaller In addition, for greater values of r the amplitude decreases 
due to the overall decrease of the density Moreover, we see a shift of the frequency peak, which 
usually is found around 18 kHz, with the radial position This is due to the dependence of » on 
dnrfdr which changes with r (cf Eq I) As the instability is extremely sensitive to the density gra
dient, for the other cases the amplitude is much smaller 

Potential relaxation instability. As mentioned above, when the CP is biased positively, an axial 
electron current is drawn and the PRI appears as a high relative amplitude oscillation of the plas
ma jfwteniia) and consequently also of the density Fig 4 shows typical spectra which are taken 



from the ac-component of the CP current. The first harmonic of the instability appears around 
2.5 kHz. This s in good agreement with the empirical formula fpw= IvJL where r a * 
JKT,I«>, i i the ion-acoustic velocity, with m, being the ion mass The parameter in Fig 4 it the 

limiter bias 
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Fig. 4: Typical spectra of the PRI instability with the limiter bias as parameter 

In keeping with the earlier results1 the PRI can be enhanced by a negative limiter bias - this 

corresponds to an outward directed electric field and leads to an enhanced radial loss o f ions -, 

whereas it can be completely quenched by a positive bias We note that the height of the fre

quency peaks starts decreasing for Vt = +5 V is disappeared for +30 V This is due to the fact 
that an inward directed electric field impedes the radial ion loss and thereby prevents a necessary 
detail o f the complex oscillation cycle of the PRI 
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Abstract: The problem of surface contamination of Langmuir probes is especially virulent in 
alkaline plasmas since these metalls can form layers of considerable thickness on the collecting 
electrode thereby changing the work function. In this contribution we present two types of probes 
that allow heating of the probe collector and so prevent or at least reduce the formation ot such 
layers In addition the methods of ion and electron bombardment for cleaning purposes are 
discussed and compared with each other 

Introduction: Probes are still the cheapest and most easily to handle diagnostic tools for cold 
plasmas The current-voltage characteristic of a probe allows in principle the determination of the 
electron and ion densities, the plasma potential and the electron temperature in a very straightfor
ward way as long as the plasma is inotropic and homogeneous, has a low temperature with Max-
wdlian velocity distributions of electrons and ions, and when the widths of space charge sheaths 
can be neglected However, the supporting theory tends 10 become extremely complicated as 
soon as the plasma conditions deviate from the above mentioned ideal assumptions - and this is 
practically always the case 

One of the worst problems is the hardly calculable spatial extension of the space charge 
sheath in low density plasmas when the width of the sheath becomes comparable to the dimen
sions of the probe. In such cases the effective collecting probe area strongly increases so that of
ten the probe disturbes a much larger plasma region than its geometrical cross section Moreover, 
the effective probe area is only vaguely defined since the transition between the space charge re
gion and the plasma is very smooth and often a pre-sheath forms which even extends much farther 
into the plasma than (he conventional Child-Langmuir sheath These complications make it for in
stance nearly impossible to determine the ion density from a negatively biased probe The magne
tic field often used for plasma confinement presents another complication since it makes the plas
ma anisotropic and leads to a strong radial extension of the ion-rich sheath when the ion gyrora-
dhis is comparable to the probe size - which also is usually the case. 

Nevertheless the determination of the electron density is always possible when the so-called 
"knee" of the electron current is observable, i <, the transition between the space charge limited 
electron current and the electron saturation current There, by definition, the probe has the same 
potential as the surrounding plasma so that no space charge sheath forms at all and the effective 
collecting area is identical with the geometrical one Moreover, in this case the disturbance of the 
plasma by the probe is minimum and no electron current is drawn from the plasma but only the 
random current flows to the probe Therefore the often feared destabilization of the plasma by an 
electron current will not occur as long as the probe is exactly at the plasma potential 

Another severe problem is the contamination of the probe surface by recombined ions In our 
case, where the plasma consists of potassium ions, often a layer of K-atoms forms on the surface 
on a lime scale of a few seconds If this coating is thicker than a monoatomic layer the work func
tion of the probe is, roughly speaking, that of potassium, i e, 2 3 eV Since probes usually consist 



of tungsten or tantalum, metals with work functions in the range of 4 - 5 eV, the surface potential 
of the probe might be shifted by ca -2 V While a homogeneous coating with K leads only to a 
parallel shift of the /-('-trace, an uneven contamination often causes a complete distortion and 
feigns a much higher plasma potential and electron temperature Even more severe can be the case 
when a K-layer oxydized and an insulating layer is formed, which can lead to an erroneously high 
probe resistivity. '**•« 

The plasma: The plasma used for our experiments is produced by contact ionization of K-atoms 
on the so-called hot plate (HP) of the Innsbruck Q-machine' The name is an abbreviation for 
Quiescent Plasma Machine* A beam cf neutral K is directed on a tungsten plate with a diameter 
of 30 nun that is heated to a about 2200 K The electrons for the formation of the plasma also ori
ginate from the HP by Richardson emission The plasma is confined by a homogeneous magnetic 
field m the range of 0 IS T so that a plasma column is created of ca 30 mm diameter and a 
density up to w^s I 0 1 0 c m 3 The background pressure is kepi as low as possible, i.e., around 
]0-* Pa. At a distance of 65 cm the plasma column is terminated by the cold plate (CP). When the 
CP is electrically floating the plasma of a Q-machine is indeed rather quiescent When the CP is 
biased positively an electron current is drawn and several instabilities can be excited and studied 
comfortably.J 

The probet: To avoid surface contamination of probes several techniques have been developed. 
Among those the bombardment of the probe collector by electrons or ions is the simplest and 
most often used This works fine in relatively dense discharge plasmas (npl> 10" cm } ) when a 
sufficiently high positive or negative voltage is applied to the probe. In low density plasmas, how
ever, often this method is inefficient or even pernicious when ions are used since it might cause a 
coating instead of removing it Furthermore, various heatable probes have been designed which, 
however, ail suffer from the drawback that the probe shaft is necessarily much thicker than that of 
an unhealed probe 7 One more aspect is that in Q-machines the HP is expected to cause a heating 
of the probe by radiation at least in its immediate neighbourhood 

M l 
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Fig. I: Two different probe designs with heaiing: (a) A Ta-platc is spot-weldeied to a W-hea<ing wire; (b)The 
probe (haß n surrounded by a spiral of heating wire 

Also we have developed and tested several probe designs that can be heated directly or in
directly by a dc-current Fig la,b shows schematic diagrams of two of them (probe A and 
probe B) In Fig la th«; probe colleclor consists of a tantalum-plate of I 43 mm2 area which is 
spot-weldercd to a tungsten heating wire of 0 07 mm diameter The rear side of the colleclor is 
covered by the protruding rest of (he double-bore ceramic tube (hat carries I he probe and by cera
mic cement so that only the front side, which faces (he IIP, collects charge carriers Since the col-
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lector is electrically connected to the heating wire, the /-1 '-characteristic has to be taken through 
one of the current leads In order to avoid a shift of the M'-trace by the potential drop of the 
heating voltage along the wires two identical resistors are inserted into the heating circuit and the 
mid-point is taken as reference for the characteristic 

Fig. lb shows an indirectly heated probe where a Ni-constantan heating wire of 0 IS mm dia
meter is wound around the uppermost part of the single-bore ceramic tube that carries the probe 
colleen -. The heating wire leads are inserted into a double-bore ceramic tube which is positioned 
behind the probe shaft In o.der to provide a good heat contact between the heating wire and the 
probe shaft and the probe collector, ceramic cement covers the entire construction. This probe has 
a collector area of only 0 245 ram2 

Experimental results: As for the heating by radiation from the HP, it turned out that even if the 
distance x from the HP is small the probe becomes not sufficiently clean but that still the contami
nation by K prevails. This is shown in Fig. 2 which presents the temporal evolution of the l-V-
trace of the unhealed probe B at z • 55 cm This is a position where the heating by radiation from 
the HP should be negligible. However, before the start of the measurement the probe has been po
sitioned for 15 min at x = 5 cm and then pulled back as soon as possible Then at x = 55 cm the 
probe collector gets slowly covered by potassium 

Fig 2: Temporal 
evolution of the 
characteristic of 
the unhealed 
probe B at a di
stance of 55 cm 
from the HP 
while rt is slowly 
covered with 
potassium 

Trace I, taken immediately after x - 55 cm has been reached, shows a very distorted charac
teristic, typical for a probe collector which has a very inhomogenous coating by K, probably con
sisting onJy of localized spots With increasing lime the M'-trace becomes seemingly better and 
bet'er Nevertheless, the left-ward shift of the trace indicates that (here is an increasing layer of K 
so that finally, for trace 7, the probe collector consists of a homogeneous K-surface the work 
function of which deviates from thai of tungsten by ca 2 2 ' eV Therefore the measured value of 
the plasma potential of -2 3 V is certainly too small while the electron density of ca 7x 10' c m J 

sounds reasonable. 
Fig. 3 shows that, according to ' ir opinion, the best probe characteristics seem to be 

achieveable when electron bombardment and indirect probe heating is combined whereas the tal
ler alone does not suffice lo provide a clean probe surface In addition the probe collector has al
ways to be bombarded by electrons by applying a voltage of +300 V Trace I is taken after 5 s 
electron bombardment Trace 2 marks the start of the indirect healing by 05 A (no bombard-



meat). We see that again the trace changes a bit (trace 3) until the regular cycle begins, i.e., con
stant heating phis S s electron bombardment before an /-P-trace is taken In general, the smallest 
changes of the traces are seen with this procedure 

On the other hand, ion bombardment does not lead to satisfying results. On the contrary, it 
even seems to give rise to an additonal coating of the probe by potassium (Unfortunately there is 
not space enough to show these results here tc ...) 

Further effects which might distort probe traces are a coating of the surrounding ceramic 
with a conductive layer which increases the effective probe area drastically, a too strong heating 
that can lead to the effect that the alumina ceramic, which usually has a very high resistivity, be
comes conductive and might then provide an electrical connection to ground with a resistance 
comparable to the plasma resistance or the measuring resistance. 

Fig 3: Typical 
probe tracts 
taken * a fxm-
lion of tm 

Wem with 
various heating 
methods. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since the first studies of afterglow plasmas using Langmuir probes to determine 
plasma parameters /1,2/ it has been known that whilst measurements of probe electron 
current in the orbital-motion-limited-current ( omlc ) regiine can be used to accurately 
determine electron number densities ( rig ) in these plasmas, when attempts are made 
to similarly determine ion number densities ( n+ ) then anomalously high n+ are 
obtained ßl. We have suspected for some time that this anomaly is due to the 
influence of collisions between the ions and the neutral bath gas atoms in the space-
charge sheath which surrounds the probe when it is biased in potential, Vp, with 
respect to the local space potential, V s Now wc have carried out a careful study of the 
electron and ion current collection of a single cylindrical Langmuir probe in our 
flowing afterglow / Langmuir probe ( FALP ) apparatus in an attempt to clarify this 
intriguing situation and to gain further understanding of the quantitative aspects of ion 
current collection by probes in plasmas. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
The FALP technique has been described in detail in previous publications /4,5,6A In 
brief, a flowing afterglow plasma is created along a flow tube by establishing a 
microwave discharge upstream in flowing helium carrier gas ( pressure of 1.2 torr ), 
and a movable single cylindrical Langmuir probe (radius 25 /un, length 4 mm ), which 
can be positioned at any point along the axis of the flow tube, is used to determine n ,̂ 
n+, ( and also the electron temperature, T e , and the electron velocity distribution 
function, f(E) 151). By measuring the axial gradient of n e in plasmas consisting of 
appropriate ions, recombination coefficients can be determined 111. Similarly, by the 
addition of electron attaching gases in known concentrations, electron attachment 
coefficients can be determined l\l. A differentially - pumped mass spectrometer 
located downstream is used to identify the ions present in the plasma. 
In this study, argon was added to the helium afterglow plasma ( T e = 300K ) which 
reacts with He2 + ions and He metastable atoms producing a plasma consisting largely 
of AT* ions ( 90% ) and a small fraction of I le + ions which are unreactive with Ar 
atoms. The probe is then positioned far downstream ( near to the mass spectrometer 

Department ojElectronics and Vacuum I'hysics, Charles University, fragile, Czech Republic 



sampling orifice ) and the current / voltage characteristic is obtained in the usual 
manner m this well-characterised afterglow plasma. The ife ( and n+ ) can be changed 
over the wide range from about I0l° cm~3 to about 10? cm~3 by moving the position 
of the microwave cavity which creates the discharge upstream. 
When the current collection by the cylindrical probe is collisionless omlc, for the 
election current, ig, and the ion current, i+, then these currents are related to V p by the 
relationship HI: . . . 

« • ^ Ä T I « ^ * - * ) ! <" 
where A p is the collecting area of the probe surface and the other symbols have their 
usual meanings. Then plots of either i e

2 or i+ 2 against V p ( for V s constant) should be 
linear and from the slope of the plots n^ and n+ (if the ionic mass is known ) can be 
obtained. 

RESULTS 
The i e

2 versus Vp plots were linear over the complete range of n« explored except at 
the very highest value when slight downcurving of the plot was evident because the 
ratio of the space-charge sheath radius, r s, to the probe radius, r p , i.e. r s/r p, was not 
large enough to ensure the dominance of omlc /8/, and at the lowest value when r s was 
so large that the sheath geometry was no longer cylindrical 191. Hence accurate values 
of iig can be determined over most of the range of r^ However the analogous i+2 plots 
were noticeably curved upwards at all rig other than the largest values and so accurate 
values of n+ cannot be obtained. Thus the non-linearity of the i+2 plots indicates that 
pure omlc does not describe the collected ion current. Plots of the logarithm of i+ 
against the logarithm of ( V p-V s ) are shown in Fig. I, the linearity of these plots 
indicating that a power-law relation of the form i+ 
describes the ion current collection. 

« (Vp-V s)* reasonably-well 

[cm'] 
1.5et0 

Fig.1. Plots of log i+ 
versus log (V s-Vp) in 
the predomin?ntly 
Ar+/electron flowing 
afterglow plasma at 
several electron number 
densities, rig, indicating 
that a power law of the 
form i+ oc (Vs-Vp)« is 
appropriate. (V s-V p) is 
the probe potential 
difference with respect 
to space potential, Vs. 
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The exponent «, which we loosely call a curvature index, is an indicator of the degree 
or the departure from pure omlc conditions. The values of K at each n« are plotted in 
log-log form in Fig.2 where it can be seen that at high n e the « are close to but a little 
less than 0.5 (i.e. the value appropriate to omlc ) for the reason mentioned above. As 
n̂  decreases * continuously increases tending towards a value of 1.0 in the limit of low 
•V 

i.o 

0.9 

0 8 

0.7 

OS 

OS 

' » 

Fig.2. A plot of the K values 
derived from the data in 
Fig. I versus the electron 
number density, 1%, the 
later plotted on a 
logarithmic scale because 
of the wide range of values. 
A value of K of 0.5 would 

~? $i~ be appropriate for pure 
0.4-1—-,. . _ . . . , — . . . , „ . r . . . . . „ . , omlc ( see (he text ) 

10' 10* to» I 0 , # 

This is equivalent to a linear variation of if with (Vp-V s) implying that the ions are 
drifting in the electric field in the sheath and that the current is mobility limited. This 
implies that the ions are undergoing multiple collisions with the helium atoms as they 
move towards the probe. A similar situation has been considered by others, this 
current collecting regime being termed the continuum regime l\OI 
These collisions in the sheath clearly lead to an increase in the ion collection 
efficiency, i.e. a greater fraction of the ions that enter the sheath across the sheath 
boundary are collected than would be under collisionless omlc conditions. This is 
dramatically indicated in Fig.3 where it can be seen that at low r^ when r s is large and 
many collisions occur, the enhancement of the current above that predicted by omlc 
theory (calculated from the measured n e ) is by a factor of 5 to 6. Conversely, at high 
»e >he measured current is only some 20% greater than omlc. Thus, any attempt to 
determine n+ assuming omlc for the ions under these plasma conditions must result in 
erroneously high values of x\\-

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This is the first systematic study of the ion collection by a Langmuir probe under well-
controlled and well-characterised plasma conditions, a study only possible due to the 
great flexibility of the flowing afterglow / Langmuir probe combination. The study 
shows that reliable positive ion number densities can be obtained from oml ion curreni 
measurements when there are few collisions of the ions in (he space-charge sheati 
surrounding the probe, i e. at high n f or at low pressure The use of probes of smallei 
radius than (hat used in the present study ( such as the probes of 5 /im and 10 pn 
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radius used in many of our previous studies /6,9,l 1/) can extend the upper-limit values 
of n+ and n« that can be accurately measured, and low pressures facilitate the accurate 
measurements of lower nf and rig. Clearly, further studies are needed over a «vide 
range of pressures of different bath gases and in plasmas comprised of different ions. 
Studies in positive km / negative ion plasmas would also be very valuable /12/. 

Fig.3. Plots of the ratios of 
the measured ion current, 
i+, to the current expected 
according to collisionless 
omlc theory, iomi, as a 
function of (V s -V p ) , for the 
several n«. Only four values 
of tie are given for the sake 
of clarity; all the values are 
given in Fig. 2. Note that at 
the low lie, the i+ are 
several times greater than 
ioml as a result of the 

u ' z J collisions of the ions in the 
v s " v p ' v 1 space-charge sheath. 
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"Electron Transport and Grid Transmission in Noble Gas Radiation Detectors" 
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Abstract • The transmission of a plane stainless steel grid to drifting electrons in a 1250 mbar 
xenon atmosphere was measured as a function of the electric field on each side. The optical 
transmission of the grid with a 80-um diameter wire mesh was 85% but for properly chosen fields 
its transmission to drifting electrons was close to 100%. The relevance of the results for ionizing 
radiation detectors of gaseous xenon is discussed. 

1 - Introduction 
Gaseous radiation detectors, like ionization chambers and proportional scintillation counters, 
routinely use a grid to separate the radiation absorption region from the region where the output 
signal is generated. Primary electrons produced in the first region are transported through the grid 
to the second region. In this process, some electrons may be captured by the grid, resulting in a 
deterioration of the performance of the radiation detector. Transmission of grids to drifting 
electrons in a gaseous atmosphere is a little-known process which depends on the nature of the gas, 
the intensities of the electric fields on both sides of the grid, and the characteristics of the grid itself. 
Due to the importance of the' processes to the performance of gas proportional scintillation 
counters, we carried out the work reported here. 

2 • Experimental Method 
The H.:< grid was made of 80-u.m diameter stainless steel wire in a square mesh with IOIO-|im 
centers. Calculated optical transmission is 85%. 
A gas proportional scintillation counter (GPSC), designed specifically for charge measurements, 
and used for this work is described in 111. This GPSC has parallel grids of the above type and guard 
rings to reduce charge leakage. It was filled with continuously purified xenon at I250mbar. The 
absorplion and scintillation regions were 5 cm and 1.5 cm long, respectively. An w Fc radioactive 
source emitting 5.9- and 6.5-keV X rays was used to produce primary electrons in the absorptior 
region. The selected source intensity of 4fl,00()c/s produces a charge rale of about 2 pC/s a: 



measured in the first grid, under saturation conditions, with a Keiihlcy 614 electrometer. Without 
changing the position of the radioactive source, the charge collected at the second grid was then 
measured with the electrometer, for a variety of fields in the absorption and scintillation regions. 

3 - Remits and Conclusions 

As shown in Fig. I, the measured electron transmission to the scintillation region, T, is nearly 100% 
when the ratio of Cscim.^absor i s P***« t n a n 5 F o f fields w i l n similar intensities, i.e. 
Escim/Eabsor~'- , n e Iransmission is only about 25%.Tbe experimental uncertainty of the 
measurements is about ±1 %. 

=„ - •0^= • • • • 

• — Eabsor-IODV/cm 

o E*sor=H0V/cm 

II) IS 20 

E icintUlation/E absorption 
25 30 

Fig. I - Transmission, T, of a grid lo electrons in xenon at 125<)mbar as a function of (he ratio of the 
electric fields in both sides of the grid. 

Also as shown, for the present range of fields. T depends only on ihe ratio of the field intensities. 
Thus for the electric field intensities normally used in OPSC (Eabsof-O.lVcnr'torH e 
E s cj n (~4Vcm ' lorr 1 ) the capture of electrons by the grid docs not play any significant role in the 
performance of the detectors. 

Reference 
| l | - Hlipa I G M Borges and C.A.N.Conde. IHEli Trans.Nucl. Seien. Vol.40, n"4, August IW3, 

pg .661. 
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Time of Flight Spherotron Mass Spectrometer 
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The possibility of using the spberotron, the mass spectrometer with crossed 
spherical electric and inhomogeneous magnetic fields, at a TOF mass spectrometry 
instrument has been analyzed. The feasibility of achieving triple isochronous focusing 
has been shown. The estimates for the man dispersion and resolutions are derived. 

Recently our of the authors of the present paper has proposed (1] the 
concept of the sphrrotron, a mass spectrometer based on the mass-dispersive 
properties of crossed spherical electric and inhomngeneous magnetic fields in 
combination with multi-transit of an ion beam being analyzed. Detailed discussion of 
the focusing and mass-dispersive properties of the spherotron may be found in (2). 

Here the concept of the spherotron is studied from the point of view of its 
applicability in TOF-MS instruments. 

The application of the spherolton at TOF-MS instrument may be expected 
to be extremely promising, because being of comparatively moderate linear dimensions 
the spherotron can provide rather long flight paths for mass separation. The flight path 
L in the spherotron is about 2nR0N, where Rf) is the radius of the equilibrium 
trajectory, and N is the number of revolutions the particles being analyzed make in the 
spherotron. For example, for R n»80 mm and N~ 10 the flight path is L * J m with the 
corresponding increasing of the flight time and, hence, the possibility of using cheaper 
and simpler electronics for the transient recording or the time-to-digit conversion. The 
mass spectrum in this case is, naturally, lot complete, but it corresponds to a mass 
window set by properly adjusted magnetic field and comparatively broad selecting slits. 
The ion optics of TOF-MS with multiple symmetries have been studied in a number of 
works [5,41. 

At this point it is interesting how the spherotron as TOF-MS can provide 
the triple isochronous focusing. The situations where TOF-MS satisfies the multiple 
focusing conditions (and triple space focusing) may be created by combining sector 
electric fields wit'i precise (in length) field-free portions of ion trajectories. 

Disadvantage of such and similar arrangements is that isochronous 
focusing achieved by means of geometric positioning and mechanical matching of the 
field-forming and field-free parts. The spherotron has no field-free space and hence 
triple isochronous focusing seems to be impossible, since after 2KN orbits the time 
focusing is excessive, i.e., fastet ions arthe at a delecloi later than slower ones. We 
have suggested a new solution of this general problem for the deflective type TOF-MS. 
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the TOF spectrometer: IS denotes an ion 
source, SPHT is the spherotron of the radius Ä 0 , RT is a retarding 
drift tube with the length S. U, and U, arc the accelerating and 
reU.-ding polenials, respectively. 

In our case the spherotron is followed by a retarding field drift tube (Fig.l). At the 
entrance side an equal energy is subtracted from all the ions thus strongly enhancing 
the advantage in velocity of the faster ions that arrive later. This advantage is sufficient 
to produce the time focusing at a comparatively short distance of the field-free 
retarding drift tube. At the exit side of the tube the ions are reaccelerated and injected 
into detector. In this case conditions for isochronous focusing can be created by 
adjusting the retarding electric field only, so that the positive time focusing function of 
the spherotron matches the negative time focusing function of the drift tube. The 
resolution in this case is determined by the difference in appearance of the time-
focusing function of the spherotron and that of the retarding tube. The drift tube 
focusing function may be easily adjusted to provide the maximum time-of-flight 
compensation for the certain energy interval (Fig.2). 
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Fig. 2. Compensation of the energy spread, dashed line represents the 
focusing function of the sphrrotron, dotted line represents the 
focusing function of the drift lute, solid line represents the their sum, 
the final focusing function. The equilibrium trajectory corresponds to 
I (MM) eV, particles beeng analyzed enter the drift tube after 2 
revolutions in the spherotron, the magnitude of the retarding field U, 
is 810 V, iis lenglli .V is 0.5 in. 
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As for the other types of spreads (by angle and the cross section of an km 
beam), the spherotron provides the ideal time focusing, since the period of revolution 
depend only on the total energy of an ion beam 

T = 
2naJm (i) 

»here m is the mass of a particle, £, is the total energy: £» = W *• Ti{r). Mere 

W - mv'jl is a kinetic energy, and fl(r) = ~afr a the potential energy in the field of 
a point charge. 

The spherotron itself provides the following mass dispersion (we consider 
only the circular trajectory) 

M&r "• 

where N is the (»»»her of revolutions in »he splinotion, R^ is the radius of the circular 
orbit, v„ is the velocity of a particle cm this orbii. It is obvious from the F.q.(2) that the 
mass dispersion is determined by the geometry of the spherotron and the initial kinetic 
energy of the ion beam only. For example, for the spheiotron with the radius of the 
circular trajectory Än=80 mm, and the inn beam with the energy H'0=1000 eV the mass 
dispersion equals about 4/V us. 

In order to obtain the mass resolution of the spherotron one needs to assess 
its energy dispersion. The difference in time of flight for two particles with energies W0 

and V*VAW » <'° 'he first order) 

HR.N&W 
& T w _ - ^ — ^ (3) 

Comparing Eq-(2) and (J| one can see that the mass resolution of :he 
spherotron can not exceed the value 

AT» ' )[AW) ATw 

For usual values of the energy spread (up to a few percent») in ion beams 
the mass resolution varies in the range from 10 to 100. It is tiotewor'hy that Eq(4) 
does not contain the number of revolutions. 

The role of the retarding field tube is to reduce the time ATW, increasing 
thereby the mass resolution. The appropriate computer simulation shows that the value 
of ATw can be reduced by the drift tube by a factor of 0.001—0.01. Unfortunately, 
the factor of compensation become» somewhat greater with increasing the nitmber of 
revolution». 



On the whole, I lie perfect compensation element (instead of the retarding 
field tube) should be adjusted to the certain number of revolution, and its time focusing 
function described should exactly compensate thai described by Eq.(3). 

The results of computer simulation for the 80 mm spherotron with and 
without the 0.$ m drift tube show that with the proper adjustment of the retarding 
electric field triple noclironous and triple space focusing may be achieved, resulting in 
the resolution of the order of 10 000 M/SM. 

Combination of the spherotron in the magnetic scanning static mode for a 
low mass range and a TOF mode for the high mass range may be useful in some 
instruments for SIMS, FAB or postionization techniques. 

1. V.T. Cherepin, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Process, 121, Rl (1992). 

2. V. Cherepin, V. Tomilcnko, V.FIoka, ibid (in press) 

3. T. Sakurai, T. Matsuo, H. Matsuda, ibid., 63, 273 (1985). 

A. T. S> '-urai, Y. Fujita, T. Matsuo, H. Matsuda, I. Katakuse, K. Miseki, ibid, fi£, 283 
(1985,. 
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Ftirther Progress in the Physics of Skiing 
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It is commonly thought that the/basic physics underlying most sports is 
entirely classical."' However, as wrnave already pointed out in this forum/ 2 1 

skiing clearly is an exception, and the quantum mechanical conetation of 
identical skis can lead to many complications*" including the well-known 
Hungarian avalanche/4* Furthermore, the apparently random fluctuations in 
activity on a ski stope*5' may not be as stochastic as they appear, but rather they 
may be determined by the presence of hidden variables, grauer käse/ 6 ' for 
example, whose pervasive allure is known to produce subtle7' changes in the 
behavior of skiers/*' Clearly, there are many phenomena in the fine sport of 
skiing that remain unexplained, and the purpose of this paper is to make 
m o o W progress by the application of physical analysis, enhanced by recent 
discoveries and concepts from other bunches of physics. 

We will begin by considering the Lagrangian for a skier on a well-
prepared slope: 

* i-booU 
Mgh • 81 * O, (1) 

" iff. 

where the first term on the right hand side is the total kinetic energy of the 
skier and his/her equipment, the second term is the gravitational potential 
energy of the center of mass of our subject, and the third term, ft, is analogous 
to Rayieigh's dissipation function/ 1 0 ' using a coefficient of friction, u (varies 
with temperature, weather, orientation), and an aerodynamic drag of D, where 

D - 1 pACrjV 2, (2) 

with p the density of air, A the projected area of the skfc and equiptnent, C D the drag coefficio 
and v the center of mass velocity relative to the a i r / 1 " 

The fourth term, O, is everything else/ ' 2 ' Unfortunately, the exact formulation of this ter 
is presently unavailable/1'' so we will just have to make do with the first three terms. 

Let us now consider an interesting question already posed and answered/ 1 4 ' 'How cat 
downhill skier move faster than a sky diver?" The answer as given by Angelo Armenti, J r / 1 4 ' 
contained in the Lagrangian, S f / 1 5 ' in particular in equation (2). The sky diver makes A as large 
possible and his/her terminal velocity is about 54 m/s, whereas the downhill skier makes his/her 
as small as possible and exceeds that/ 1 6 ' The decrease in aerodynamic drag due to a smaller en 
sectional area more than compensates for the non-zero coefficient of friction between the sk<s ? 



snow." > The additional weight of 
the skier's equipment, that the sky 
diver lacks, also helps/"* 

We are now then ready to 
ask the really burning question that 
constantly faces recreational skiers 
on the slope, "How can a downhill 
skier avoid moving faster than a 
sky diver?" The unfortunate 
answer is that there is no way; it is 
bound to happen sooner or later, 
or. at least, seem to. ( 5 > Of course, 
the skier can take action that 
decreases the chance of such an 
occurrence. 

Enormous speeds on the ski 
slope can of course be troublesome, since most skiers do not carry parachutes. Conventional wisdom 
recommends that the skier configure his/her skis to produce large effective u and, if you find yourself 
airborne, increase your area into the wind as much as you can and try to grab hold of the soft 
branches of a passing tree. In general one tries to transform energy from the first term in the 
Lagrangian to the uY d in an adiabatic manner."9* 

A more advanced technique is based on a concept from the field of multiphoton spectroscopy: 
quiver energy. Since the snow field is undulating, the skier and associated equipment quiver as they 
glide down the hill in dynamic equilibrium with the slope. Gravitational potential energy is thus fed 
into (he internal degrees of freedom of the skier*20' or if the skier is sufficiently »iscous this energy 
is continuously dissipated as harmless heat which keeps you warm. ( 2 , ) 

The details of this process, along with collaborative efforts to elucidate the nature of the 
fourth term in the Lagrangian are currently under further study at the Institute for Further Studies/ 2 2' 

The author wishes to acknowledge the help of Or. Derek Swinson in locating reit /ant 
literature. 

This work was definitely not supported by the Department of Energy, Division of Chemical 
Sciences, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Office of Energy Research. 
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Clusters have always been regarded as the missing link between the pure gas phase 
compounds and the condensed stale. The First attempt to shed light on to their properties was 
as early as a century ago leading subsequently lo Ihe development of colloid chemistry. In 
spite of this early work, the real progress was made through the advent of new experimental 
techniques and Ihe development of new theoretical and experimental procedures . 

All these developments have hern confined to true 3-dimensional structures and it has 
been shown that already fairly small clusters show similar behaviour In small bulk particles. 
There is however one exception: 'ITiese are certain types of carbon clusters, which aroused 
great interest - even in the research laboratories of industry - envisaging many possible indus
trial applications. These fullerenes are curved 2-dimensional structures extending into 3-
dimensional space like soap bubbles. They exhibit therefore a number of exceptional features 
not seen in normal 3-dimensional clusters and represent a completely ne v class of bodies. 

Particularly interesting are Ihe quasi 2-dimensional, collective exr nations of such com
pounds. Many experiments have been performed since, to probe the electronic and vibronic 
stales of C M and CTO using optical and particle techniques. Most of these experiments have 
been performed in solution * or in ihe solid stale , where interaction between the fullerene 
molecules and the surrounding is not negl igible. Investigations of Ihe isolated compounds have 
also been performed in some cases, in order to probe the electronic states of free fullerenes . 

We have investigated gaseous fullerene samples using electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS)'. In spite of Ihe rather low resolution of this technique (compared to optical spec
troscopy), the EELS method hase certain advantageous features not found in conventional 
optical spectroscopy: 
Partie'e techniques measure ihe energy loss encountered through the interaction with ihe 
sample • which is comparable to the absorption of a photon in conventional spectroscopy. 
Additional parameters are, however, the primary energy F.p of the exciting particle and its 
deflection angle. Spectral features, measured as a function of the deflection angle and the 
iiteigy, show a behaviour, which is related to the molecular symmetry. In the case of electrons 
the following rules of thumb have been found: 

a) High energies (> lOOe V) and very smal I scatleri ng angles (<0.S°) probe di pole-al lowed 
transitions, 

b) High energies and medium scattering angle* (22(f) probe allowed clipole- and quad-
rupole Iransiiirns, 

c) Smal! energies (2-20 eV) and/or large scattering angles (>I0°) probe spin forbidden 
transitions. 

Il is therefore possible to analyze roughly the lype of transition which is usually im
possible using optical spectroscopy. 

V 



EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental procedurchas been described in more detail in previous papers : 
Electrons are decelerated into a tandem electron spectrometer. After leaving Ihe spectrometer 
they are again accelerated to the required energy by the use of a special zoom lens and traverse 
a heated quartz oven conluning ihe evaporated fullerene sample. They are (hen analyzed by 
passing through an analyzer system, which is nearly identical to the monochromator section. 
Energy selection for the monochromator and (he analyzer employ two sequential 180° 
electrostatic analyzers. The resolution of this tandem set-up is better than 15 meV for each, 
analyzer and monochromator; an over all resolution of better than 25 me V has been achieved 
in die present experiment. 

For purification and removal of traces of solvent the sample was heated up to 200°C for 
several hours. Operational temperatures for work with C«o and C70 ranged between 350°C 
and 600°C corresponding to vapour pressures between 10'6 and 10' mbat . Transmitted 
electrons are counted using an open channeltron multiplier. Count rales as tow as 1 count/s 
could be detected. The spectrum was scanned several limes <n succession and then averaged 
to minimize drift effects. 

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS 

Many calculations have been performed to elucidate the electronic structure of the ful-
lerenes using a variety of methods. Particular interest has been centred on the collective 
excitation of such systems. These methods rely strongly on the theoretical tools developed for 
complicated quantum mechanical treatment and need therefore sophisticated numerical tech-
niques»-'2 

One can, however, use an even simpler model to describe the collective excitation in a 
sufficiently accurate manner. This is based on the Mie theory for small panicles using the 
Drude theory to describe the hulk excitation. 

Plasmons, being collective excitations of free electrons, can be reasonably well described 
classically using Ihe electrostatic theory . »sing .he equations of motion of a single electron 
(mass: m t, charge:eo) under the influence of an electric Held, one obtains the polarization Pel 
and the dieleclric constant t as a function of the electron density n< and frequency u>, a being 
the polarizability and tie the electron density. Thus we obtain 

Pel - - - j ne • Eo- a • En (la) 
«u m t 

i . | » 4 r n . l - ^ - n , (lb) 
u> • me 

en and me being the charge and the mass of the electron. The plasmon frequency describes the 
resonance in the collective excitation of ihe free electron gas. The same theories can be 
employed 10 describe small particles. This is particularly simple when the particle size is small 
com pared with the excitation wavelengih.The polarization of small eliipsoi'Jscan be calculated 
using a simple electrostatics approximation. Assuming ellipsoidal particles of dielectric con
stant £i immersed in a medium of die! airic constant t n one obtains 3 different, axis dependent 
polarizabilities 01. «2, and r«3, where 
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ei - t m 

oi - V — -
*ni • t-i («I ~ du) V being the volume of the particle and Li being .1 geometric factor 

spherical droplets this simplifies to 
3 d -tm otph - 4* r 

11.14 

(2) 

In the case of small 

P) 2e„,«l 
This model can be extended to describe small coaled ellipsoids with different dielectric con
stants for the interior, t\, for the coating, (2, and for the surrounding medium tm-
Assuming fullerenes to be hollow spheroidal electron clouds of a definite thickness the for
mulas 23 may be applied to derive their polarizabilities . As the particles are hollow and are 
surrounded by vacuum we have to chose t|=em= 1. The dielectric constant of Ihe coating can 
be derived from the electron density of the outer shell using equ.l. In case of a resonance <u 
becomes infinity, if the denominator in equ.2,3 becomes zero. A resonance condition can 
therefore be calculated for the following geometries (assuming t|=1. im= 1, as stated above): 
solid sphere: c i - - 2 (4a) 

solid ellipsoid: i - 1.2.3 

coaled sphere:(e 1=1, tm-1): 11X 

f: volume ratio of inner to outer sphere 

1 /5 + 4f\ - \ / l f5 + 4 H 

(4b) 

(4c) 

The numerical calculation procedure is as follows: The bulk plasma frequency and the 
dielectric constant is calculated from the numbei of electrons in the shell and the shell volume 
using eq. I a.b. This value is inserted into equ.2,3 or the appropriaie expressions for the coated 
panicles ' which results in an expression for the resonance frequency «OM as a function of 
wj>. This can be done analytically for a solid sphere, where we obtain 

u>w vT (5) 

«au is shifted 10 frequencies lower than that of the surface plasmon «m of the bulk material. 
Table 1 displays u*» ,uip and e for different values of n, n and ntci, the number of active 
electrons. As will be seen in the discussion section even a simple solid sphere model describes 
adequately Ihe resonance properties of fullereres. 

«Ml 
60 

n 
0 

r 
5.6 10.71 6.18 

<•%• 
8.75 -20O 4>S0 

«0 1.6 3.6 10*4 611 8.95 •2.14 -0.47 
60 18 5.4 11-52 6.42 957 •2.22 -0.45 
60 2 0 5.2 12.32 6.74 10.32 •2J5 0.43 
60 2.0 5.6 10.96 6J06 914 -2.28 •0.44 
60 2.4 $6 11.16 5.98 9.42 2.48 -0.40 
60 IS 5J 11.56 6.11 9.81 •2.58 •0J9 
60 3.4 5.4 13.05 600 1139 -3.73 -0.27 
30 2.9 4J 1352 5.90 12.16 -4 26 -053 
20 29 

2.9 
4 J 11.04 441 9.93 -4 26 -0.23 

20 
29 
2.9 4J 4.90 1000 Rorfn" 

Tbblf I. Resonance frrqucodc* u*(ln cV) and dielectric onmuntt e+,- of spherical hollow droplets 
as s function of inner »ml outer radius r, and r» and the number of «clive elections n>ci dip is the 
equivalent plasmon frequency 



RESULTS 

Fig. 1 shows electron energy loss spectra of Cfcn *nd C70 taken a» diffefent primary 
electron energies Ep. Four main structures are clearly distinguishable (denoted A.B.C.D). A 
strong energy dependence is found for structures A and D, which will be discussed in the 
following section. 

It ( tV ) »E ( «V ) 

Fig. I: EEL-spectra of CM (left) and C?o(nghi) taken with different primary energies Ep 
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Tahl« 2. Position »I the line maxim* in 0\y) (in cV) taken Irom an analysis of the original (left) awl 
>h- transformed dala(righl)" and comparison fa» optical tier' 

li is clearly evident thai ihc structure of the spectator Cm is more detailed than those »I 
(.'MI which i.v;illril)ulcdt(i iis lower symmetry A strong energy dependence is also found lot 
C711 die same filling procedure, as desctiltcd licfore has been applied lo these spectra It is 
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apparent thai a good simulation is only possible if many more lines are used. The overall 
picture is, however, very similar to that one found in C«>.There is one prominent feature around 
2.S eV. which is attributed lo the forbidden HOMO-LUMO transition; a split line between 3 
and 4 e V equivalent to the optically allowed transitions in Cm and a multi-line feature between 
4 and 7 eV. 

JnmUiom iaHQ 
2.06 

M l * ) 
2.10 

2.61 270 
332 JJ5 

O AM 434 
x plunKH>(Q-):Pl 5.22 5.22 
x-plKrnov(ä-):P2 5.90 5.9} 

634 638 
755 761 

8.85 
x-plaMnoR<Q+) 9.65 10.18 

IkMe 3. Position and line maxima of C7o(in cV) taken from in analysis nf the original(lefi) and the 
tiansfbrmed( right) "data 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

From the energy dependence of Ihe different Iransistinns we conclude that peak A de
picted in Fig.l is optically forbidden, while peaks B and C are optically allowed. Analyzing 
these results in Ihe framework of the calculations of the electronic energy levels we assign 
A lo Ihe symmetry forbidden h^HOMO) lo l»(LUMO) transition. Features B and C are opti
cally allowed; B consisting of an overlap of hg lo I», hv(HOMO) to tg, and possibly gg lo t a 

transitions; C being related to a h„(HOMO) to hg transition. This compares well with Ihe 
calculated values for the HOMO-LUMO bandgap of 2.2 eV 3 and ihe first two excitations of 
3.8 eV and 4.8 eV as given in ref.3. 

Transitions marked D depict a completely different energy behaviour. While being one 
of ihe «nailer peaks at Ep=20 eV it increases in intensity with growing Ep lo become the 
dominant line at Ep= 1.1 keV. This is typical for pfssmon ;ype behaviour. Comparing it with 
Ihe theoretical calculations we assign it lo Ihe x-plasmon excitation. It roughly agrees - but 
not in width - with Ihe calculations of Bulgac el al. , but only vaguely with the calculations 
of Rosen el al. . Applying ihe simple model for the calculation of the x-plasmon frequency 
(equ.!9b) and using an electron density produced by all 60 x-eleclrons of Ceo, we obtain Ihe 
best agreement with the experimental data if we confine the electron cloud to a space between 
r 1=2.5 A and 17=5.5 A. This yields theoretical values of <u-=6 11 eV and tu+=9.81 eV which 
compare well with Ihe - averaged - experimental values (c.f. Table 1) of ux-=6.10 eV and 
«*= 10.14 eV. 

Unfortunately there are not enough reliable calculations available for comparison with 
the experiment. Only some aspects will therefore be discussed, which may elucidate the 
assignment of Ihe different lines, concentrating on ihe spectral feature between 4 and 8 eV. 
Simulations show that this region is made up of 4 lines (marked: O.PI.P2; without notation: 
iwo lines centred al 6.5 eV and 75 eV). When comparing spectra taken at different primary 
energies one notices that PI and P2 increase in height against the other lines when going lo 
large Ep, while their intensity ratio n remains constant, litis is an indication that PI and P2 



correlate wi th the 2 spi it x-plasmon exci tations of the Cm spheroid as predicted by theory (see 
e.g. tqv2 and 4). Using an eccentricity of e=036l for C70 -regarded as prolate structure -
and using the relationship for prolate spheroids one obtains 

Li = 0.2845 and U=U = 0.3578 
for the C70 spheroid. Using the simple Tilled ellipsoid model (eq. 2), one obtains for the 2 
components of the surface plasmon 

<*s,l = Lioif ota2 = L2'wp ) 
and for their ratio 

^ i - ^ t T - U 2 l 
«*»,2 

This compares well with the experimental value of 1.130 as calculated from Table 3. The 
plasma frequency wpcan be derived fiom equ 20b to (up(C70)=9.86 eV which is slightly lower 
than the value for Ceo {uip(Cw)= 11.56 eV; c.f. table 2). This might be caused by the lower 
density of C-atoms on the surface of C70 due to the larger number of 6-membered rings and 
its smaller curvature. 
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